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Abstract
Quasi equilibrium grain structures and grain growth 
processes have been investigated in ordered columnar polycrystals, 
containing three1' types of grain based on tessellations of regular 
hexagonal or square unit cells. In particular, the families of 
structures containing central, vertex, and edge grains, all meeting 
at three fold grain edge nodes, have been examined in detail. It 
has been found convenient and instructive to present the principal 
results of this analysis on ternary diagrams of grain areas. Four 
regions representing topologically distinct trimodular structures 
arise within these diagrams, and the boundaries and corners 
correspond to degenerate birr-ocular and unimodular structures 
respectively.
A study has been made of the equilibrium shapes adopted 
by pores on the boundaries of columnar grain structures.
Grain growth within porous columnar polycrystals has also 
been examined. A model was developed to determine the velocity with 
which pores will move by surface diffusion while remaining attached 
to a grain boundary migrating during grain growth. Such pores may 
more readily be removed from a polycrystal by sintering than those 
which break away from a boundary and become isolated within a grain. 
The retardation in boundary migration resulting from the presence of 
pores is examined in specific grain configurations. It was found 
that when pores were small or occupied only a small fraction of a 
grain boundary trans-boundary migration of atoms governed 
growth. However, when this situation was reversed growth was
(ii)
increasingly dominated by surface diffusion. Similarly at high 
temperatures boundary migration was shown to govern growth while 
surface diffusion was more important at lower temperatures. Hie 
results obtained from this analysis are found to be in good 
agreement with the observed pattern of pore behaviour during grain 
growth.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
1:1 Importance of Field
Grain growth and porosity are of particular interest 
to both the conventional and nuclear power generating industries.
In these industries polycrystalline materials may be maintained 
at elevated temperatures for long periods of time. In such an 
environment considerable changes in a polycrystal's microstructure 
will occur due to the migration of grain boundaries. These alterations 
in microstructure are of technological importance as they result in 
changes in a material's physical properties, for example its yield 
stress.
Along the boundaries between grains defects such as pores 
may be present. These pores may be formed, for example, by creep 
cavitation on surfaces perpendicular to an applied stress. An alter­
native method for pore formation occurs by the diffusion of vacancies 
produced in irradiated materials. In this latter process, vacancies 
formed within a grain migrate to its boundary where they aggregate to 
form pores. The presence of such defects may severely limit the 
service life of components under operational conditions. By reducing 
the effective cross sectional area of a component they increase the 
stress which it is subjected to and this may initiate its failure.
1:2 Review of Grain Growth Equations
It is generally accepted that the rate Vg at which 
an element of a boundary having a mean curvature K migrates
during grain growth may be given by an equation of the form 
(burke and Turnbull (1952), Mullins (1956), McLean (1957) 
and Hillert (1965))
v, = Y, K • (1-1)
In this equation Mg and y g are respectively grain boundary 
mobility and surface tension. Due to the convoluted nature of grain 
boundaries the application of this equation in studies of growth 
requires a simplification of grain geometry.
statistical in nature. The complex curvature of the grain surfaces 
is replaced in growth calculations by a measure D of grain size 
defined as the average diameter of grains per unit length or area 
on a polished surface through a specimen. However,.this measure 
provides only limited information on the distribution of grain sizes. 
Burke (19^9) assumed that the radius of curvature of the boundaries 
within the specimen was proportional to D. He further assumed that 
the rate of change of this quasi statistical measure was given by an 
equation of the form
where k is a temperature dependent constant independent of grain 
size. In this equation k is given by
The first technique for simplifying geometry is quasi
dD
dt
k (1-2)
D
- -ko e-
- Q s/r t
(1-3)
where ko is a temperature independent constant, Qg is the 
activation energy for grain growth, R is the molar gas constant 
and T is temperature.
Integrating equation (1*2) one obtains
DCt)^  -  ( o ) ^  = Z Jk t  , d ,Zf)
where t is the annealing time. Numerous experimental studies 
have been made in attempts to fit grain growth data to equations 
of this form with varying degrees of success. In general, apart 
from very pure materials, the exponents of D are rarely found to 
be 2. This is usually accounted for by the presence of pores or 
solid inclusions retarding the motion of grain boundaries.
Zener (19^8) suggested that a stable array of inclusions could 
completely prevent grain growth above a given maximum size. In 
view of these factors Burke (19^9) proposed an adaptation to 
equation (1*2) which would take account of the existence of a 
retarding force on boundary motion and also the existence of an 
upper limit to grain size Dm. This may be written
77 =K(4r-si) • <«>
where K is a temperature dependent constant with the same form 
as k in equation (1*3)- Upon integrating equation (1*5) one 
obtains
u>,n -5(b)) +'3>-m = K t/ (1*6) 
Burke found that this expression described changes in D(t) quite
well in high purity c< -brass which contained a stable array of 
inclusions. However, other experimentalists have had varying 
degrees of success in fitting grain growth data in other poly­
crystalline materials to (1*6). This expression does not take 
into account the different effect pores and solid inclusions 
produce on boundary migration. "While solid inclusions may completely 
prevent grain growth Speight and Greenwood (196A) have shown that 
small pores are dragged along with a migrating boundary. These pores 
produce a retarding effect on boundary motion but unlike solid 
inclusions are unable to bring grain growth to a halt.
In order to describe changes in the grain measure D in 
porous polycrystals, several authors have adopted a different form 
of the growth equation (1*4). Coble (l96l) showed that grain growth 
data for AI2O3 was better fitted to a cubic equation
D(tp - D (Op = kt , (1*7)
rather than equation (l*6). Lyons et al (1963) also found this to be 
the case for growth in UOp* These results were explained by 
Kingery and Francois (1963) on the basis of the retardation produced 
by pores migrating with the boundaries. Nichols (1966) proposed that 
grain growth in porous materials could be described by equations of 
the form
D(t)n - D(0)n = kt , (1-8)
where n = 3j ^ or 3 depending on the diffusion process by which pores 
migrate. Growth data in UO2 has also been fitted to equations of the 
type
D(t)2 - D(0)2 = ctm , (1*9)
where c is a temperature independent constant. Many adaptations of
the growth equations (1*2.) and (1*A) have been made in order to 
determine changes in D but none have proved completely satisfactory.' 
Apart from the retardation produced by pores and solid inclusions 
upon boundary motion, other factors may also influence the results 
to produce discrepancies between grain growth data and the previous 
equations. All these quasi statistical growth equations rely on 
two assumptions
(i) That the growth rates depend on the average curvature of 
the boundaries.
(ii) Average curvature is determined by the average grain 
size D.
Neither of these assumptions need necessarily be true.
Von Neumann (1932) and Mullins (1936) adopted an alter­
native approach to examining grain growth which enabled them to 
study the evolution of individual grains. This was made possible 
by investigating growth in essentially two-dimensional cell structures. 
In such models the grains lie in sheets with the boundaries between 
them being formed by plane curves. These grains are thus columnar in 
shape. In such simplified structures it is possible to integrate the 
rate of migration of boundaries (equation (l*l)) around the peri­
meter of the grains. It is then found that the growth of grains 
depends only on the number of sides of a grain rather than on its 
size. Grains with less than six sides shrink while those with more 
than six grow, six-sided grains retaining a constant volume.
Hillert (1963) combined the two main approaches to grain 
growth, the quasi statistical method and the simplified grain 
structure of von Neumann and Mullins. In his theory the size of
each grain was replaced by. a radius H of an equivalent circle or 
sphere having the same area or volume. He further assumed that 
the rate of change in this measure of grain size could be 
represented by an equation of the form
where Her is a critical value of the equivalent radius and e= Vi. 
for columnar grains. By reference to the work of von Neumann and 
Mullins he determined that Her was the average value of H for grains 
present in the sample.
equations, has the disadvantage of not giving detailed information 
on the patterns of growth of individual grains. It is therefore 
difficult to use this method to investigate the factors which may 
influence grain growth. In view of this, the alternative method, 
that of examining growth in columnar grain structures, has been 
adopted in the following chapters. Normally polycrystalline 
materials contain a wide variety of grain shapes and sizes. In 
order to render the problem of examining grain growth tractable 
these complicated structures must be simplified. This is done in 
the following manner. The random distribution of grains is 
replaced by a pseudo random grain distribution. This consists of 
trimodular, bimodular and unimodular grain structures based upon 
tessellations of identical regular polygons forming unit cells.
dimensional problems which due to the complex nature of the surface
(1-10)
Hillert's equation, like all quasi statistical growth
By examining idealized grain structures of the type
considered in this Thesis it is hoped to provide insight into three
geometry have proved difficult to analyse.
1:3 Outline of Thesis
In the introductory section of Chapter 2 the conditions 
under which an idealized polycrystalline material may be considered 
a cellular capillary system are examined. The rules governing the 
equilibrium shapes of such systems are then outlined. A method 
for the generation of quasi random topological structures based on 
a network of regular unit cells is developed together with a 
method of classification. Using the rules from the introductory 
section of this chapter the equilibrium forms of these topological 
structures are found. Elementary concepts of grain growth are 
examined leading to the equations of von Neumann and Mullins 
governing growth. These growth rules are then applied to the 
equilibrium structures previously examined. Thus the evolution of 
grains in specific columnar configurations is investigated.
The equilibrium shapes of pores located on grain boundaries 
within columnar polycrystals are examined in Chapter 3*
In Chapter b a quasi statistical model is developed for the 
motion of a pore moving by surface diffusion while remaining attached 
to a boundary migrating during grain growth. This model is applied 
to two particular pore shapes, the two sided lenticular grain edge 
pore and the symmetric three sided corner pore. The effects of size, 
temperature and dihedral angle etc. on the velocity of these pores are 
then examined. The two pore shapes are individually and collectively 
applied to idealized grain configurations of the type considered in
i
Chapter 2. The effect isolated pores produce on grain growth in these 
configurations is investigated and the interaction between edge and
corner pores examined. Models developed in this chapter have been 
applied to UC^- Because of its importance in nuclear power, 
generation, the fundamental physical constants of this material have 
been well established experimentally. Where ambiguities exist in 
grain growth data for these may be used to give insight into 
possible weaknesses in the theories of grain growth. However, the 
models developed in Chapter are sufficiently general to enable the 
results to be applied to similar materials.
The conclusions of this thesis are given in Chapter 3-
CHAPTER TWO
GRAIN GROWTH IN ORDERED POLYCRYSTALS
2:1 Introduction
The polycrystalline structure of a material results 
from the agglomeration of randomly orientated single crystals 
or grains. The resultant misorientation in the crystal lattices 
between adjacent grains gives rise to a grain boundary region whose 
properties differ from those of the crystals it separates. In this 
region atoms are less tightly bound than in the bulk of the grains.. 
This difference in bonding produces an increase in the average free 
energy of molecules in the boundary.
In the surface of a liquid or in the interface between 
two immiscible fluids the increase in free energy of the boundary 
molecules produces a surface tension y. The work done in a virtual 
expansion in the area of a liquid boundary A against surface tension 
at constant temperature is equal to the increase in the free energy 
F of the surface. The following expression, (Lc Lean 1957)
Y  = ’ (2-l)
relates the surface tension of a liquid boundary to its surface free
energy at constant volume V and temperature T, or to the free energy 
per unit area f where
r = f + A (t a  )TjV' ’ ■ ' (2‘2)
Variations in,the surface density of molecules, resulting from . 
small, isothermal shape changes at constant volume, are rapidly 
reduced due to the mobility of molecules in the liquid. Hence the 
density of molecules in the liquid boundary is constant and therefore
the surface free energy per unit area f is also constant, this 
being the sum of the average free energies per molecule per unit 
area. Thus for a liquid the second term in (2*2) vanishes, and 
the equation may be written (Defay et al 1966), ,
Y = f . " (2*3)
Unlike liquids, atoms in the crystal lattice adjoining 
a grain boundary are unable to diffuse rapidly enough to maintain a 
constant surface density during similar changes in area. Only at 
temperatures near the melting point of the polycrystalline material
would the mobility of molecules be sufficient to maintain a constant
1
atomic surface density. In order to obtain a similar definition 
for the surface tension of a solid to that of a liquid, it is 
necessary to specify which variables describing the state of the 
system are to be kept constant. For a .liquid this is done simply by 
reference to the temperature and volume of a closed system in 
equilibrium (2*1). Solids unlike liquids have stresses which may be 
inhomogeneous and anisotropic producing complications in such a 
definition. If at an elevated temperature the grains are strain 
free each grain having a uniform hydrostatic pressure, the definition 
of surface tension in the polycrystal is roughly equivalent to that 
in a liquid given by (2*3)• These conditions correspond to the 
physical situation in a polycrystalline material once primary 
recrystallization has been completed (Cahn 1970). The polycrystal 
is then in the stage of grain growth at an elevated temperature.
Throughout the following chapters the detailed structure 
of the grain boundaries has been neglected: the boundaries being
replaced by a thin layer of disordered material embedded in perfect
crystal. Assigned to this interfacial region are the macroscopic 
properties of the grain boundary for example surface tension, 
coefficients of diffusion, mobility and thickness. Such a system 
consists of regions of perfect, stress free crystal separated from 
each other by grain boundaries. Together these completely fill the 
space occupied by the polycrystalline material. Under such 
conditions the polycrystal may be considered to be a capillary 
system, the interfaces playing a significant part in determining 
its structure. Another example of a cellular capillary system is a- 
soap froth. The parallel between the structure of a polycrystalline 
material and a soap froth was first shown by Desch (1919) and later 
used by several authors to model the structures of polycrystalline 
material (Fisher 1951» Smith 1952, Morral and Ashby 197^ etc.).
All capillary systems have the common property of minimising 
the surface free energy and hence from equation 2*1 the surface area 
of the interfaces. This minimisation of surface area may be subject 
to the constraint of cell size or the existence of external 
boundaries to the system. A capillary system containing more than 
one cell cannot be in thermodynamic equilibrium, that only occurs 
when the system has become a single crystal or a cell having the 
minimum surface area corresponding to its volume. The restriction 
on the rate at which matter may be transported between the cells in 
order to attain thermodynamic equilibrium imposes a volume on each 
cell in the system at any one time. In order to minimise the inter­
facial energy of the system subject to the constraint of cell size 
the interfaces will be in mechanical equilibrium.
To divide an N-dimensional space into separate cells
requires a minimum of N + 1 interfaces to come together at each 
node (Smith 1952). Observations of two and three dimensional soap 
froths and other capillary systems illustrate that this rule governs
rule is thus consistent with the minimisation of interfacial area
junction. Where more than three boundaries come together at a node 
the resultant structure is unstable, the junction readily dissociates 
into a series of three fold nodes which reduces the free energy of 
the system (Gibbs 1928). Examples of possible structures produced 
by the dissociation of junctions with four, five and six fold 
connectivity are shown in Fig. 2*1, (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively.
The condition for the mechanical equilibrium of three fold 
nodes where the surface tension of the boundaries depends on their 
orientation may be written (Herring 1953):
where is a vector in the plane of the i th grain boundary. The 
vector Uv originates on the line of intersection of these boundaries 
and is perpendicular to this line. Hence the term^Yi/ ^ir\i is normal to 
both the vector **i and the line of intersection of the grain 
boundaries. This term represents a torque which will seek to rotate 
the grain boundary to an orientation with a lower value of surface 
tension. In the following chapters the dependance of Y on the 
orientation of a grain boundary is considered negligible. Thus 
equation 2#if reduces to the form
the number of boundaries meeting at nodes in such systems. The above
for a cellular capillary system. Thus in a columnar array of
grains three grain boundaries will meet at each grain boundary
3
3Z > n 4= o (2-5)
i = i
Hence in a single phase material where V is identical for each 
interface the angle of separation between adjacent boundaries
boundaries is given by the Laplace Young equation • This equation 
relates the curvature at a point on the grain boundary having 
surface tensiony  to the pressure difference^ A P  across it,
The principal radii of curvature R]_ and R2 the boundary occur 
in planes that are perpendicular to each other and mutually perpen­
dicular to the tangent plane of the surface. From this equation it 
can be seen that when the hydrostatic pressure difference across the 
grain boundary is uniform, then
along the boundary, provided the surface tension is also uniform.
For columnar grains, equation (2*6) reduces to the form
where Rg is the finite radius of curvature of the grain boundary.
In arrays of columnar cells the condition that a node 
is in mechanical equilibrium requires that the three excess pressures 
between the interfaces which meet at a junction balance. Consider 
the arrangement of boundaries adjacent to a node Fig. 2*2; each
is 120°.
The condition for mechanical equilibrium of’the grain
(2*6)
(2-8)
of these boundaries meets its neighbour at 120°. The pressure 
difference between the i and j cells is given by
Pi " P; = C P; - P*) + ( P* - Pj) , (2-9)
where P^, Pj and P^ are the uniform pressures within the i, j and 
K cells respectively. Prom equation (2*6) this may be written
' ' 1 ■ (2.10)
R ii R i fc. R Kj
where Rj. j, Rik 2^^ are the radii of curvature of the boundaries 
as illustrated in Fig. 2'2. It is interesting to note that as a 
consequenne of the geometry of such structures, the centres of 
curvature of these three boundaries all lie along a straight line 
(Isenberg 1978).
Throughout this chapter in common with many studies of 
grain structure and growth the following assumptions have been 
made:
}_) Grain boundary mobility and surface tension remain
constant throughout grain growth.
2) Variations in these quantities with orientation and mis-
orientation of the lattice structure at boundaries are assumed 
negligible.
3) Gas filled pores, empty voids and solid inclusions are 
absent or have a minimal effect on the shapes adopted by equilibrium 
structures and their subsequent evolution by grain growth.
*0 During the growth process there is no driving force
present other than the capillary action due to surface tension.
3) Grains are assumed to be quasi ideal (Herring 1951) being
considered perfect crystals apart from occasional interstitial 
atoms, lattice vacancies and impurity atoms.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
Fig. 2-1. Possible methods of dissociation of four, five, and six 
fold nodes.
120
12 0
\
Y
Fig. 2*2 A node in equilibrium at the corner of three columnar 
grains. Pressure differences between the grains balance around 
this node. The centres of curvature all lie on a straight lineA-B.
2:2 Classification of Structures
The ordered, columnar arrays of grains with two or 
three shapes and sizes which are examined in detail in this 
analysis may be developed in a convenient way by considering new 
grains to nucleate at the corners and at the mid-points of the 
edges of regular unimodular structures. The topology of structures 
generated in such a manner may be separated into two types, those 
having only three fold nodes, and the remainder requiring at least, 
some of the nodes to have a degree of connectivity greater than 
three. Those structures having only three fold connectivity are 
termed stable, .their topology being consistent with that of 
equilibrium structures in a capillary system, while the remainder 
are termed unstable.
2:2:1 Hexagonal Unit Cell
The topology of configurations generated in the above
way, and based on the six fold symmetry of the hexagonal unit cell,
/'
will now be examined in detail. For every central cell (C) there 
will then be on average two vertex cells (V) and three edge cells 
(E). This class of ordered polycrystals may thus be characterised 
by the representation {l, 2, 3}. Within this class, topologically 
distinct arrangements of grains arise and these may be distinguished 
by the number of sides of the C, V and E cells summarised by the 
triplet (C, V, E). Within this class there are found to be nine 
stable members, these are illustrated in Fig. 2*3. Each diagram 
is to be considered as part of a tessellation of.identical structures 
based on the hexagonal unit cell, filling the whole plane. The 
diagrams in this figure show the complete structure within four
neighbouring unit cells, together with the interconnections to 
identical structures in adjacent cells. The regular unimodular 
structure (6, 0, 0) with a six-sided central cell and non-existent 
or zero-sided vertex and edge cells is shown in Fig. 2*3(i). Two 
distinct possibilities then arise when V cells are introduced to 
generate bimodular structures. Small V cells give rise to the 
(12, 3» 0) structure of Fig. 2*3(ii) with triangles at the corners 
of the hexagonal unit cell. However if the V cells are large enough 
to meet their nearest neighbours the (6, 6, 0).structure of Fig. 2*3(iii) 
is obtained consisting of a regular central hexagon surrounded by 
irregular hexagons at the corners of the unit cell.* Similarly two 
bimodal structures arise from the introduction of E cells. When 
these cells are small they produce the (l8, 0, 2) structure of 
Fig. 2*3(iv); the lozenge shapes shown in the diagrams in this 
section represent the topology of two sided cells. The other case 
arises when these E cells interact with their neighbours to produce 
the (6, 0, 6) topology of Fig. 2*3(v). Like the (6, 6, 0) structure 
this consists of a central regular hexagon surrounded by irregular 
hexagons. However, the cells are now oriented differently relative 
to the unit cell and only one-quarter, rather than one-third, of 
the hexagons are regular.
The four trimodular structures of class (1, 2, 3} arise 
when both V and E cells are introduced into the regular array of 
hexagons. When the cells are small and isolated the (24, 3» 2) 
configuration of Fig. 2*3(vi) is obtained, combining the features 
of the (12, 3» 0) and (18, 0, 2) bimodular structures of 
Figs. 2*3(ii) and (iv). If the V cells are larger than the E cells
so that they interact with each other the (6, 12, 2) topology of 
Fig. 2*3(vii) arises incorporating the characteristics of the 
(6, 6, 0) and (18, 0, 2) structures of Figs. 2*3(iii) and (iv). 
Alternatively if the E cells are considerably larger than the V 
cells the (6, 3»‘8) arrangement of Fig. 2*3(viii), which is a 
combination of the (12, 3» 0) and (6, 0, 6) structures of 
Fig. 2*3(ii) and (v), is found. Finally if V cells interact with 
E cells, but not with each other, the (12, 6, 4) configuration of 
Fig. 2*3(ix) is achieved. This has characteristics which are 
distinct from the bimodular structures.
In addition to the stable members of the class there are 
a further five unstable members illustrated in Fig. 2*4. These 
structures may be obtained by reducing the central hexagon or 
dodecagon in the previous topologically stable structures of the 
class, to a point. The five structures are characterised by the 
forms (0, 3, 0), (0, 0, 4), (0, 9, 2), (0, 3, 6) and (0, 3* 2), the 
first four having a central 6-fold node and the last a central 
12-fold node. The (0, 3* 0) and (0, 0, 4) structures of Figs. 2*4(i) 
and (ii) are the unimodular arrays of equilateral triangles and of 
60°-rhombuses respectively. The remaining cases are all bimodular.
In practice the 12-fold node of the (0, 3» 2) structure of Fig. 2*4(v) 
may dissociate symmetrically into a central 6-fold node and six 
satellite 3-fold nodes in one or other of two distinct ways to 
generate the (0, 9? 2) and (0, 3* 6) configurations of Figs. (iii) 
and (iv). However dissociation of the o-fold nodes of Figs. 2(i)-(iv) 
into one central and three satellite 3-fold nodes (Fig. 2*1) destroys 
the hexagonal symmetry of the structure.
2:2:2 Square Unit Cell
The second class of structures to be examined is based 
on the four fold symmetry of the square unit cell. In this class 
the unit cell is composed of one central, one vertex and two edge 
cells. Using the previous method of classification this class of 
structures is represented by the. ^ _112| triplet. Within this class 
there are sixteen distinct topological types, six topologically 
stable structures illustrated in Fig. 2*5 and. ten unstable structures 
Fig.2*6.
The unimodular basis for the configurations within this 
class is a tessellation of squares (4, 0, 0) Fig. 2*6(i). Shapes * 
within this class are generated, as in the case of the hexagonal unit 
cell, by introducing small vertex cells, (8 b 0) Fig. 2*5(i) o r edge 
cells (12 0 2) Fig. 2*6(ii) into the unimodular unit cell.
Expansion of these cells will result in the topological structures 
(b 8 0) and (b 0 6) Figs. 2*5(ii) and 2*6(iii) respectively. Intro­
ducing both edge and vertex cells into the unimodular structure 
produces the trimodal configuration (16, b, 2) Fig. 2*5(iii). By 
enlarging the vertex cells in this configuration one obtains the 
(^+, 16, 2) structure Fig. 2*5(iv), while the structure resulting 
from increasing the size of edge cells alone will, be the (*i, b, 8) 
configuration of Fig. 2*5(v). These last two structures could 
alternatively be obtained by introducing edge and vertex cells into 
the (^f, 8, 0) and (*f, 0, 6) bimodal configurations. The remaining 
stable member of the class is the (8, 8, b ) configuration Fig. 2*5(vi) 
which is produced by expanding the vertex and centre cells in the 
(16, ^ , 2) structure until they interact together to form this
configuration.
The unstable members of this class, illustrated in 
Fig. 2*6 (i)-(x), may be obtained by enlarging the centre, vertex 
or edge cells in stable configurations from this class or by 
shrinking centre grains to a point.
It can be seen from examination of the structures within 
the ^ 123} class (Figs. 2*5 and 2*6) that each member has an alter­
native description within this classification. Two possibilities 
arise:
(i) When a configuration is defined by the triplet (Nc, Nv» N
where Nc = Nv = n and Ne = mn then it is possible by redefining the
location of the unit cell to describe the same structure as (m, m, n 
This means that both the centre and vertex cells have become edge 
cells and the original edge cells are divided equally between the 
ne w v e r l*o and centre positions. For example the (4, 4, 8) configur 
ation Fig. 2*f>(v) and the (8, 8, 4) configuration Fig. 2*5(vi) are
equivalent as are the (4, 4, 0) and (0, 0, 4) configurations shown
in Fig. 2*6(iv) and (ix) respectively. However, in both of these 
examples the symmetries of the cells in the two descriptions are 
different in particular the centre and vertex cells have four-fold 
symmetry whereas the edge cell has two-fold symmetry.
(ii) For the configurations from the {112} class for which
Nc = n, Nv = p, Ne = q, n t p one can obtain an equivalent 
description of a structure by redefining which are the centre and which 
the vertex cells, i.e.
For exair.ple the (8, A-, 0) and (A-, 8, 0) configurations shown in 
Fig. 2*3(i) and (ii) respectively illustrate this property. In 
transformations of this type edge cells interchange their positions 
with other edge cells and hence the symmetry of the structure is 
preserved. Additionally the four remaining structures that complete 
this class for which Nc = Nv 41 Ne will be unchanged by the above 
redefinition of cells.
2:2:3 Topological Relationships
satisfy certain general relationships for plane nets. Euler's . 
equation for an infinite two-dimensional tessellation based upon 
a network of unit cells may be written (Coxeter 19^3)
where No, N1 and N2 are the number of nodes, edges and faces 
assigned to each unit cell. For tessellations with two degrees 
of connectivity Ci and Cj at nodes within a unit cell the total 
number of nodes within the cell is given by
( "n.. P > ‘y'l = ( r.-'a, .
The polycrystalline structures examined in this chapter
No - N1 + N2 = 0 , (2.11)
No = Noi + Noj (2-12)
where Noi and Noj are the number of Ci and Cj fold connected
nodes. The number of. edges within the unit cell is given by
N N q \.
z
+ Ngj
Z (2-15)
This may be written
where T'- is given by
. — Noi. 
N o j
Substituting (2*13) into (2*12) one obtains
N o  —  2-Ni C I +  V i o  )
(2-15)
Cj + c^-r.j
Each n sided polygon contributes n/2 edges to the network. 
Therefore the number of edges within a unit cell is given by 
(Smith 1932)
m, =  V  T L , (2-i6)
U
where Fn is the number of n sided polygons contained within a 
unit cell. Substituting the value of No and N1 obtained from 
equations (2*13) and (2*16) into (2*11) gives
c  j  4- c  L -n  j
L . Tt TL
Dividing this equation through by the total number of
•n
polygons per unit cell, and rearranging
(2-17)
c j +- C c i - z ' j r . - i
where
—  1 'TL
'YV ----------
■n
*r\
Equation (2*17) is satisfied by the bimodular unstable structures 
of both the {.123} and 5.112} classes examined in this chapter. 
For example the unstable bimodular structures of class {_.123 }
(Fig. 2*4) satisfy the relationship
22 mfrv = ,
Vi
as each of these configurations within this class has six 3-fold 
nodes and one 6-fold node per unit cell. Similarly the unstable 
bimodular structures from the {.112} class shown in Fig. 2*6 
satisfy
Tl cf>-n = .
Yl
each of these configurations has four 3-fold nodes and one 4-fold 
node.
For tessellations having only one degree of connectivity 
equation (2*17) takes the form
z c
c  -  z.
Tl
For stable configurations where C = 3 this equation may be written
'Tl
This result has been stated without proof by Wells (1977). As an 
illustration of this equation consider its application to the 
(12, 6, 4) structure of the {l23} class shown in Fig. 2*3(ix). 
In this example 1/6, 1/3 and 1/2 for the centre, vertex and
edge cells respectively giving (12 x 1/6) + (6 x 1/3) + (4 x 1/2)
= 6.
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Fig. 2-6. Unstable topologies within class | 1 1 2 | .
2:3 Equilibrium Structures
The equilibrium configurations of the columnar trimodal 
ordered structures introduced in the previous section, and of the 
associated degenerate bimodal and unimodular forms will now be 
examined.
In these relaxed structures the conditions for mechanical 
equilibrium, outlined in the introduction to this chapter, are met 
at grain boundaries and junctions. Thus the surface free energy 
and hence the surface area of the system are minimised subject to 
the constraint of constant cell size. The requirement that the 
grains completely fill the space together with the minimisation of 
interfacial area results in the introduction of curvature into some 
of the boundaries. This implies that these shapes cannot correspond 
to the minimum energy configuration of the system. Thus the curved 
interfaces provide a motivation for grain growth in order to reduce 
the free energy. The rate at which atoms may migrate across the 
interface in grain growth is here assumed to be negligible in 
comparison to the rate at which atoms diffuse by lattice and grain 
boundary diffusion. Hence grains are able to adopt minimum inter­
facial area configurations subject to the constraint of a given 
cell size. Thus they may be considered to be in a state of quasi 
equilibrium.
It is convenient and instructive to plot the principal 
results of the analysis on ternary diagrams. These have axes 
representing the areas of the central grain (C)^  vertex grains (V) 
and edge grains (E) contained within the unit cell. The corners 
CfV and E of these diagrams, which are shown in Figs. 2*7 and 2*8,
therefore represent unimodular structures, the edges VE, EC and 
CV bimodular structures and the interior points trimodular
structures. The area Au of the hexagonal and square unit cells is
taken to be unity so that the length 1 of the edges of these cells 
are given by 1 = '‘0*620^ and 1 = 1*00 respectively. For the trimodal 
structures, the area Au in a class defined by the triplet (c V e } 
is given by
Au = CAc + VAv + EAe, (2*18)
v/here Ac, Av and Ae are the areas of the centre, vertex and edge
grains. Points within the ternary diagrams have the coordinates 
CAc, VAv and EAe.
Using the algebra outlined in the following two sections 
2.3.1 and 2.3.2 the equilibrium shapes of the grains defined by 
points within these diagrams may be determined. In addition, the 
length of the grain edges and hence the interfacial energy Ey 
associated with each unit cell can be established. These ternary 
diagrams are then found to be divided into four distinct regions 
labelled I, II, III and IV. In each region a different trimodular 
structure is the most stable and thus has the lowest value of Ey. Fig. 
2*7 shows the arrangement of these regions for the j 1 2 3] class.
In this figure the structures which are found to be the most stable 
in the regions I to IV belong to the (2*f, 3, 2), (6, 12, 2), (6, 3, 8) 
and (12, 6, 4) configurations respectively. Similarly Fig.‘2*8 shows 
the division of the ternary diagram for the { 112} class. In this 
case the most stable structure corresponding to the regions labelled
I to IV are respectively from the (16, 2), (4, 16, 2), ( k , ^,8)
and (8, 8, b ) configurations.
The boundaries within the diagrams (Figs. 2*7 and 2*8) 
represent points at which two different configurations belonging 
to the same class have equally sized Gentre, vertex and edge grains 
and also the same value of Ey. The interfacial enery Eo associated 
with each hexagonal and square unimodular unit cell is fixed equal 
to unity. For this condition to be satisfied,
Y  =  _^ 5L_ # (2*19)
' 34
for hexagonal unit cells and
y  =  , (2-20)
2- JL
for the square unit cells.
Figs. 2«9(a) - (g) and 2*10(a) - (g) show the form of 
the relaxed structures corresponding to the four trimodular 
topologies of the |l 2 3'} and £l 1 2} classes respectively.
It is most convenient to define a given structure by the co­
ordinates of its nodes as shown in Figs. 2’U  and 2*12 for structures
J
in each of the four regions of the ternary diagrams. In regions I,
II and III there are two distinct nodes and these are distinguished 
by a pair of subscripts indicating the two types of grains meeting 
at the node. In region IV all of the nodes are equivalent and 
subscripts are not necessary.
2:3:1 Hexagonal Unit Cell
The equilibrium forms of the trimodular structures of the 
£l 2 3} class will be examined first. In this class the area of
the hexagonal unit cell is given by equation (2*18) which may be 
written
1 = 3 Ac + 2Av + Ae . (2*21)
Therefore using /this equation it is only necessary to specify the 
areas of two types of grains in order t-o determine that of the 
third. In the following equations
a = ( tt - J V  ) / 2.
and
b = 'L tt/ 3 —  J V  j 2.
Eij is the radius of curvature of the boundary between grains i 
and j where i, j = C, V, E; is the angle subtended by this
boundary.
In region I
Av —  a. Rev t (2*22) (i)
Ae = Rec t (ii)
= JL ( 13 Rev 4- Rec ) ' (iii)
JL \ 3 / *
where
Rev = J T  I A  - y CN/ \ (iv)
and Rec = a 'jec/yjp
In the region II
A c =  3 ^ x ' cv /  z  , (2-23) ( i )
%
Ae = &  Rve f (ii)
Ey — 2.4- Rve 4- (iii)
AT
where R ve — ( Ji 2. DCve ^ I J V  ^ (iv)
(2-2*0 (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
In region IV
A * =  M  Rev "t Rev Rve Rve j Sim  ^ (2*25) (i)
+ ^  Qve ( Rev ” R V£ j ^
where Q^j = <*^ 3 - S,N ( c ) f (
Ae - Qve Rve h Rve Rec Sin ^ ^ve j Sim ^ <f£s5 j S*ec
— -2c. ( Rev Cc^c v ■+" Rve CL?v-e. +■ R € C Ca3^_ o').
I
«here R CV= ( 1 +  p-') Rec ,
Rve.— ( 1 + 3* ^ Rec ,
Rec = ( I + 6 ) Ja" ^  ,
<o>cv = oJve = rr/3 - <j^ ec = 1r/3 - 2. Cot"*( ©) ,
. 6 =  ( V T ^ - 2X)^'( .+»)•' + JT,
3> = ( V T ^ - 2 x ) ( o c - j 3 ' ^ y l.
The equilibrium forms of seven trimodular ordered 
structures, which have been selected from this class because they
exhibit the principal characteristic features which are possible,
are given in Fig. 2*9(a) - (g). The corresponding locations of 
these structures on the ternary diagram are indicated by the letters 
a-g on Fig. 2*7* Case(a)in region IV of Fig. 2*7 is an important 
example as it represents the relaxed form of the most regular system
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
In region III
Ac = &
Av = i  Rve
r = ,4-0- Rve + 2. 
1 3 JL
where Rve — ( &  - 2.Mve)
of straight sided cells. In this case the C, V and E cells have 
the forms of a regular dodecagon, regular hexagons and squares.
Thus the angles at the nodes of the unrelaxed structure are 150°,
120° and 90°. In the relaxed structure shown in Fig. 2*9(a) the 
dodecagon has concave sides and the squares convex, leaving 
convoluted hexagons.
Figures 2*9(h), (e) and (g) show relaxed fully stable 
structures from regions I, II and III of Fig. 2-7* corresponding 
to the schematic diagrams of Figs. 2«3(vi), (vii) and (viii). Note 
that the small V and E grains in Fig. 2'9(b), and the larger E grains 
in Fig. 2*9(e) and V grains Fig. 2*9(g) are convex, and that the C 
grains in Figs. 2*9(e) and (g) are regular straight-sided hexagons.
The remaining large V grain in Fig. 2*9(e) and E grain in Fig. 2-9(g) 
have both straight and concave sides. The structure in Fig. 2*9(c) 
is in region IV and therefore, aLthough its grain areas are close to 
those of (b) in region I, its topology is quite distinct, being the 
same as that of (a). The remaining two cases (Fig. 2-9(d) and (f)) 
are locally stable structures with the same grain areas as Fig. 2«9(e) 
and (g) respectively, but with the topology of region IV. The total 
length of the grain edges in Fig. 2-9(f) and hence the interfacial 
energy is only marginally greater than in Fig. 2-9(g) because they 
are located close to the III-IV boundary. However, as clearly 
indicated by Fig. 2'7i the difference is greater for (d) and (e). 
l'.ore extreme cases are possible but the alternative structures become 
less stable as they become more remote from their parent region. The 
areas AC* Ay and Aq of the individual grains for the seven structures 
are given in the captions to Fig. 2*9(a) - (g).
The interfacial energies of ordered trimodular structures 
can be summarised conveniently by plotting contours on the ternary 
diagram as shown by the fine lines on Fig. 2.13- The structure 
with minimum interfacial energy which is taken to be unity is, as 
expected, the unimodular regular hexagonal array corresponding to 
corner C. The structures with the maximum interfacial energy of 
3*00 are then the tv/o distinct bimodular configurations which occur 
along edge VE at the boundary of regions II and III. The contours 
in these two regions are straight lines parallel to edges VC and EC 
respectively. This is because growth of grain C, which is a regular 
hexagon in these two cases, does not change the interfacial energy 
of the system. In' regions I and IV the contours are curved and tend 
to slope towards corner V,- indicating that for a given area of grain C 
structures with large V rather than large E grains have lower 
interfacial energies. Locally stable structures, with the topology 
of one region but located in a neighbouring region have interfacial 
energies which can be obtained by extrapolating the contours across 
the boundaries. Tv/o degenerate equilibrium bimodular structures 
corresponding to topologies shown in Figs. 2*3 and 2**+ arise along 
distinct sections of each edge of the diagram. These are the (Fig. 2-7) 
(0, 9* 2) and (0, 3* 6) of Figs. 2**f(iii) and (iv) along VE, (18, 0, 2) 
and (6, 0, b) of Figs. 2*3 (iv) and (v) along EC and (12, 3* 0) and 
(6, 6, 0) of Figs. 2'3(ii) and (iii) along CV. The corners, C, V and 
E represent the unimodular structures (6, 0, 0), (0, 3* 0) and 
(0, 0, *0 of Figs. 2’3(i)* 2iZf(i) and (ii) respectively. The four 
structures along edge VE do of course have unstable 6-fold nodes.
The (0, 3» 2) configuration of Fig. 2 * b (v), which 
has an unstable 12-fold node, is the only structure not represented 
on the ternary diagram of Fig. 2*7- It could however occur as a 
high energy alternative to (0, 9i 2) and (0, 3? 6) in the 
0*38 < V/E ^ 1 section of VE.
2:3:2 Square Unit Cell
For the structures belonging to the class  ^112 } the 
area of the square unit cell is given by
1 = Ac + Av + 2Ae. (2*26)
The equilibrium structures of the trimodular configurations for 
each of the four regions within the class may be obtained from the 
following equations. As in the case of the trimodal structures 
based on the hexagonal unit cell it is convenient to define the 
equilibrium structures of this class by reference to the coordinates 
of nodes within a sector of the unit cell Figs. 2*12(i) to (iv) for 
regions I - IV respectively.
In the following equations
b = 2.TT/S - JT /2. ,
c = 1 +  7T/3 -  JT ,
In region I
Av = C Rev , (2-27) (i)
Ae = Xr Rec , (ii)
E f i r  Rec q- c /z Rcv + I , (iii)
* I
where
Rec = 2z_ M (iv)
JT  ’
and
Rev = ( £/sl- i - j r / n ' ) . (v)
Iii region II
Ac = c Rev « (2*28) (i)
a.
Av = *&■ R.ve 1 (ii)
i. •£- Rve + _E.
T  1
R ve + R cv + | , (iii)
where
ana
Rve = . ( I  -  ) / J V  , <i v >
Rev — c v /( I- •/i'/i)1'1 . . (v)
In region III
Ac = c R^. , (2-29) (i)
Av = c Rev » (ii)
E y = c'X ( R £ c + Rve ) + JT , (iii)
where
Rec = 2.DCec / C 2.-J T )  . (iv)
In region IV
A e  = ^  R-ec Rve Si*n j Siu ^f£ve J “ Q €C R € c _ C^v e R ve ,
(2*30) (i)
where
0.1 j - - Vim ( , (ii)
RecAc - 2. ^  iSi'n ^  ^- Q ec^
+- 2. ( 2.s,-N2(t££y) + <3 ) Rev"
+ 8 J z ' Sin j S:n |CiJev j Re(. R cv, ^
••/here when Ac > Av Q = Qcv
and when Ac < Av q =-Qcv
in both cases
(iv)
In the case where Ac = Av,
(v)
and
i
(Vi)
For a configuration from the 1 2 j class one can
obtain an equivalent structure by redefining which are the centre 
and which the vertex cells in the manner described in section 2*2. 
Thus for example a structure v/ith centre, vertex and edge cells of 
areas A, B and C respectively will be equivalent to one where Ac = B, 
Av = A and the area of the edge cell is unaltered. Consequently 
the energy barrier between regions in the ternary diagram for this 
class Fig. 2*8 and the contours of constant interfacial energy Sy 
shown in Fig. 2«l*f are both symmetric about the edge cell axis. A 
configuration within the [l 1 2] class having centre, vertex and 
edge grains of areas Ac, Av and Ae respectively has the coordinates 
Ac, Av and 2. Ae on these diagrams. Fig. 2* 10(a) shows a central 
structure from region IV. This may be compared with the structures 
in Fig. 2-10(c), (e) and (g) to illustrate the variety of shapes 
within the configuration (8, 8, *f). Fig. 2*10(b) - (g) shows 
equilibrium trimodular structures from all four regions. The 
positions of these structures are marked on the ternary diagram 
Fig. 2*8 by the letters (b) - (g).
At the C and V corners of this ternary diagram the 
interfacial energies of the (*f, 0, 0) and (0, 0) structures
are unity while the value of Ey for the (0, 0, b) configuration
class with respect to the redefinition of centre and vertex cells 
the largest value of interfacial energy within the four regions for 
equilibrium structures is found on the line of symmetry Ac = Av. 
Along this line the energies in the (8, 8, 4) and (b, 8, 8) con­
figurations may be written in units of Eo (2*20)
Thus the maximum value of Ey in these regions corresponds to the 
largest areas of the edge and centre grains for configurations 
(8, 8, *f) and (b, 8, 8) respectively. From examination of the 
ternary diagram (Fig. 2*1*0 the maximum values of these areas both 
occur at the point of intersection between the axis of symmetry and 
the III - IV boundary. On this axis the area of the edge cell is 
found from equation (2*26) to be
energy configuration within this class. These are found to be
• Ac = Av = Ae = 1/b ,
in configurations (8, 8, b ) and (*f, 8, 8) giving a maximum value 
of Ey = 1*9750.
at corner E is .JIT . As a consequence of the equivalence of this
(2*51)
Ac-Av
(2-32)
Ac - Ay
Ae = % — Ac . (2*53)
Substituting this value of Ae into (2*3l) and equating with (2*52) 
one obtains the set of areas corresponding to the highest stable
2:3:3 Energy Boundaries within Ternary Diagrams
Along the boundaries of the ternary diagrams two 
structures belonging to the configurations on either side of the 
boundary have the same sized grains and equal values of Ey. These 
structures may be termed practically stable. Gibbs (1928) defines 
such a structure as one in which a small disturbance or variation 
in its condition will produce a considerable change. For example 
in the (l 2 3] class, on the boundary between regions III and XV
one could either have shapes from configuration (6, 3» 8) or
(12, 6, *f). A small perturbation applied symmetrically to either 
configuration would result in the adoption of shapes from the other. 
However, these boundaries do not delimit the region in which a 
configuration may exist. Structures from one side of a boundary may 
be found in the region near the boundary on the opposite side where 
they are in unstable equilibrium.
At the ends of the boundaries separating two regions are
three fold nodes where three different configurations have the same
set of areas Ac, Av and Ae and also the same interfacial energy.
The central region IV of both ternary diagrams is separated 
from the edges of the diagram by a continuous boundary between it and 
the remaining three regions I - III. The space surrounding region TV 
is in turn divided into three parts by boundaries between regions I - II, 
I - III and II - III.
On the scale of the ternary diagrams shown in this chapter 
the energy barrier between regions I and II cannot be seen clearly. 
However, one does exist for both classes of configurations examined.
The location of the triple point formed by the barriers between
regions I - II, I - TV and II - IV can be obtained for the
[l 1 2} class from the equations in section 2:3:2. The barrier
between regions I - III is obtained by equating the energy equation 
(2-2l) and (2*28) for these two regions. From these equations
•£. + J ^ > (2*3*0
ET ( 1+, U, z) = £ + 2. JjraT + /ZaT. (2*35)
Thus the energy barrier is located on the line of symmetry Ac = Av
and from (2*33) may be described by the following equation
E = 4  + 1 a/TaT" + J j _ - Ae . (2-36)
X - X X  2.
Equating this energy to the equation for Ey in region IV along this 
line of symmetry (2*31)1 the triple point is found to correspond to 
an edge cell of area 2*5 x ^Au. In the case of the ^1 2 3} 
class of configuration this triple point is found to be given by the 
areas Ac = 0*670*0, Av = 0»l6*f63 and Ae = 1*0 e 10 in units of 
Au.
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Fig. 2*9 (a)-(g) illustrate equilibrium configurations of columnar 
trimodular ordered structures corresponding to the locations a-g on the 
ternary diagram of grain areas for the [ 1 2 3 ] class shown in 
Fig. 2*7; these cases include examples of stable and locally stable 
structures; areas Ac, Av and Ae of the individual C, V and E grains 
are (a) 0*577, 0-134* 0-052; (b) 0*900, 0*035, 0*010; (c) 0*800,
0-035 , 0-067; ( a ) , ( e )  o - m ,  0-330, 0-076; ( f ) , ( g )  0-239, 0-144,
0-158.
( b )
(c).
Fig. 2-9. (b)-(c).
Fig. 2-9- (d)-(e).
Pig. 2-9. (f)-(g).
Fig. 2*10 (a).
Fig. 2*10. (a)-(g) illustrate equilibrium configurations of columnar 
trimodular ordered structures corresponding to the locations a-g on 
the ternary diagram of grain areas for the ^ 1 1 2 }  class shown in 
Fig. 2* 8,'these cases include examples of stable and locally stable 
structures\ areas Ac, Av and Ae of the individual C, 1 and E grains 
are (a) 0-465, 0*465, 0-069,* (b) 0-798, 0-036, 0-083; (c) 0*695, 
0*180, 0-063,* (d) 0-036, 0-798, 0-083; (e) 0-180, 0-695, 0-063*, 
(f),(g) 0-244, 0-244, 0-256.
(b)
Fig. 2-10. (b)-(c).
(d)
(e)
Pig. 2-10. (d)-(e).
Pig. 2-10. (f)-(g).
c
Fig. 2*11. (page 54) A 30 section of the hexagonal unit cell 
illustrating the equilibrium forms of the trimodular structures 
contained within the four regions of the ternary diagram for the 
\ l  2 3} class. The coordinates of the nodes indicated by the 
closed circles in (i)-(iv) are labelled CV, VE and EC in (i)-(iii) 
to distinguish non-equivalent nodes\ (v) to (viii) show the 
complete equilibrium shapes contained within the unit cell 
corresponding to the 30°sectors (i)-(iv) respectively.
Fig. 2*12. (page 55) A 45 section of the square unit cell 
illustrating the equilibrium forms of the trimodular structures 
contained within the four regions of the ternary diagram for the 
fl 12] class. The coordinates of the nodes indicated by the 
closed circles in (i)-(iv) are labelled CV, VE and EC in (i)-(iii) 
to distinguish non-equivalent nodesj(v) to (viii) show the 
complete equilibrium shapes contained within the unit cell 
corresponding to the 45°sectors (i)-(iv) respectively.
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2:4 GRAIN GROWTH.
2:4:1 Introductory Concepts
Where two regions in an isothermal capillary system 
have different values of chemical potential yx. a flux of atoms j 
is induced between them; jx is defined as the difference between 
the free energy per atom and the free energy per vacancy. The 
induced flux acts to lower the total free energy of the system.
i
Herring (1950) found in quasi ideal crystals of the type considered 
in this chapter that this flux was proportional to the gradient of 
jx . . This may be written
j (2*57)
where D is a temperature dependent constant proportional to the 
coefficient of diffusion for the particular path through which 
diffusion occured.
The idealized capillary systems considered in this chapter 
consist of two components, bulk material within the cells and the 
interfaces between them. In such systems there are three possible 
routes through which diffusion can occur to restore imbalances in 
chemical potential. These are volume diffusion through the interior 
of a cell, boundary diffusion along the length of the interface and 
diffusion across the boundary between cells.
In a soap froth the most rapid process is volume diffusion 
of gas atoms within the bubbles. The next most rapid process is 
diffusion of atoms in the liquid soap films. Finally the slowest 
route is taken by gas atoms entering the soap film and then migrating 
across the interface to re-enter the gas bubble on the opposite side. 
A similar relationship between the diffusive paths is also found in
polycrystals. Fisher (1951) regarded the grain boundary as a thin 
layer of high diffusivity material sandwiched between large volumes 
of low diffusivity material. He found that in copper at kyS°C the 
ratio of the coefficient of grain boundary diffusion Db to that of 
volume diffusion Dv is
■ i t  ~
Dv
Similar results have also been found for a variety of other 
polycrystals at various temperatures (McLean 1957). The rate of 
diffusion across the grain boundaries may be deduced from the 
slowness with which they migrate. Thus it is concluded that the
i
coefficient of diffusion for this process is much slower than for 
either of the other routes.
From equation (2*37) an expression for the rate at which 
the chemical potential J-l varies due to-diffusion along a particular 
path may be obtained, this is given by
^  <* x> v V  . (2-38)
3 t
Therefore the rate at which chemical equilibrium is restored to a 
region is proportional to the magnitude of D for a particular path. 
Thus in long lasting cellular capillary systems such as soap froths 
and polycrystals at high temperatures, the most rapid processes for 
alleviating imbalances in chemical potential are diffusion along the 
boundaries and within the volume of the bulk material. Hence due to 
the large discrepancy between the coefficients of diffusion for the 
various processes, differences in chemical potential persist between 
cells even when those within cells have been removed. Guggenheim 
(1967) states that owing to the slowness of attainment of some
chemical equilibria, it can happen that the change towards chemical 
equilibrium is negligible during a time sufficient for other kinds 
of equilibrium to be observed and measured. This is the case in 
both the capillary systems considered here. In these, thermal and 
mechanical equilibrium exist within and between cells while there 
is a persistent imbalance in chemical potential across the 
boundaries. Hence the system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. 
These differences in ^  provide the motivation for grain growth.
Consider two columnar cells in a capillary system 
separated from each other by a permeable interface having a radius 
of curvature The pressure within each cell is assumed
uniform. On the concave side of the interface, the pressure is 
greater by A P  than on the convex. At constant temperature the 
work done by the system in transferring one atom of atomic volume 
S I from the high pressure to the low pressure side of the inter­
face is equal to the reduction in the free energy A.F of the system 
(Tolman 1938).
Thus
af = jtl* zip . (2*39)
This reduction in free energy is equal to the difference in the 
chemical potential j s  on the two surfaces of the boundary. Thus 
from equation ■ (2*8) the above expression may be written
t w  = Si.'Y (2*40)
In this e^quation the small change in the volume occupied by atoms 
on either side of the interface has been neglected. Due to the 
difference in chemical potential across this interface, random
thermal motion will produce a net flow of atoms from the concave 
to the convex side of the boundary. This flow will cause the 
interface to migrate in a direction which reduces its curvature.
The larger the curvature of the grain boundary the greater will 
be the difference in the free energies of atoms on either side of 
it. Hence the greater will be the rate at which atoms diffuse 
across the boundary. This flow of atoms is opposed by an energy 
barrier associated with the grain boundary. The barrier is a 
result of the gap between lattice sites and of the strength of the 
bonding of atoms which has to be overcome to perform the transfer, 
atoms on the concave side of the boundary being more tightly bound 
than those on the convex (Karker and Parker 19^3)*
A similar problem, that of the transfer of atoms across 
a soap film between cells in a two-dimensional froth has been 
examined by von Neumann (1932). He assumed that the rate at which 
atoms diffused through a soap film dN/dt was proportional to the 
pressure difference across it and hence to the difference in free 
energy of atoms on either side (2*^0). He further assumed that 
dN/dt was proportional to the length of the interface. In a soap 
froth the mobility of atoms wall be sufficient to ensure that the 
pressure within each cell will be uniform. Thus from equation (2*8) 
the radius of curvature of each film will be constant. The length 
of the boundary between two cells is simply the product of the 
radius of curvaturefU of the arc forming the interface and its 
angular aperture c*o. Hence the rate at which atoms diffuse through 
the film is found to be proportional to the product of its length 
and the pressure difference across it
or
(2-fcL)
Thus the rate of transfer of atoms across the interface separating 
two cells in a two-dimensional froth is proportional to the angular 
aperture of the interface. By assuming that the junctions of the 
interfaces remained in mechanical equilibrium throughout the motion 
of the interface and that these interfaces retained uniform 
curvature, he showed that the rate of change of cell size is 
proportional to
where n is the number of sides of the cell. Thus any cell with less 
than six sides will lose gas while those with seven or more sides 
will gain gas by diffusion across their interfaces. Those cells- having
the ceils have straight or curvilinear sides.
Where the volume occupied by atoms on either side of the 
interlace is approximately constant any change in the number of 
atoms within a cell produces a proportional change in its size. 
Under these conditions von Neumann's rule may be used to determine 
the rate of change in the area An of an n sided cell. Thus,
n - 6
six sides have a constant atomic content; this result holds whether
( T\- 6) .
clt
(2*^2)
The transfer of matter across grain boundaries during
isothermal grain growth has been examined by Burke and Turnbull 
(1952) using the absolute rate theory of diffusion. Using this 
theory they obtained an expression for the net rate of transfer 
per atom v  across an interface with a radius of curvature 
This is given by •
( 1 + ^  ) - Q - m / R T
-v = y s s l. e e , (2-43) ,
where Qm is the activation energy for migration and AS is defined 
as the difference in entropy between atoms in the activated state 
at the peak of the energy barrier and in a site on the convex side 
of the boundary. In this equation h, and R are Plank’s constant,
Avogadro's number and the molar gas constant respectively.
The rate of change in the radius of curvature of the 
interface will be equal to the product of the net rate of transfer 
per atom v  across the interface by the interatomic spacing X  
Thus,
^ =r - ( 2 ' b k )
Jit
Hence from equation (2*^3) this may be written
- ~ (2^3)
cl t '
Roo
where
_  /  R T
M  ^  = M o  , (2*^6)
and the temperature independent constant Mo is given by
( i + ^ V r  )
Mo =• € (2-V?)
Therefore from equation (2*^5) a point on the grain boundary 
will migrate towards its centre of curvature, as. has been observed 
by Sutoki (1928), at a rate proportional to its curvature.
crystalline structures. He like von Neumann (1952) assumed that 
mechanical equilibrium was maintained at cell corners throughout 
growth. However, Mullins assumed that the mobility of atoms within 
a grain would normally be insufficient to maintain a uniform 
pressure throughout the cell. Hence grain boundaries did not have 
constant curvature in his model. Nevertheless, using an expression 
for the velocity of migration of a boundary of the form given in 
(2*45 ) ke obtained the following expression for the rate of change 
of an n sided columnar grain
which is analogous to von Neumann’s rule (2*^ 2).
In summary both von Neumann’s and Mullins’ models of 
growth are quasi static. They assume the rate of transfer of atoms 
across a soap film or grain boundary is sufficiently slow for
model to cell boundaries.
In the following section the expressions for grain growth 
obtained by von Neumann and Mullins will be applied to the quasi 
equilibrium structures examined in the previous section 2*3.
Mullins (1938) examined grain growth in columnar poly-
(2-^ 8)
equilibrium to be restored at cell corners and in von Neumann's
2:4:2 Application to some Equilibrium Structures
The principle governing the shape and structure of 
cellular capillary systems .is the minimisation of interfacial 
energy Ey for a give.n cell size. It might be thought in view of 
this that any change in the configuration’s shape produced as a 
result of growth 'would be such as to maximise the reduction in 
Ey. In 2:4:1 grain growth was shown to be motivated by the difference 
In atomic chemical potential across the boundary. To examine 
whether this mechanism is compatible with the minimisation of 
interfacial energy growth in a specific configuration of grains, 
the (12, 6, 4) structure of the (l 2 3] class is investigated.
The equilibrium shape for structures within this class 
can be determined along with Ey as functions of the co-ordinates 
of a node Fig. 2*11. In terms of these co-ordinates the inter­
facial energy may be written from equations (2*25) in the following 
manner
Er = ^  D  ) C o t ( ©)j ( l + e^) DC . (2*49)
The direction such a node v;ould move during growth in order to 
maximise the reduction in energy can be obtained from the gradient 
of this energy function. From this the direction of motion of the 
corner (x, y) is found to be
= T an ' H i  / VEy j ; (2‘50)
\ 3sc / ^ w / ’
0
where 06. is the angle between the direction of motion of the corner 
and the x axis. This angle may be compared with that obtained by
applying von Neumann's rule to the configuration. This rule 
predicts that the central dodecagon grows at the expense of the 
four-sided edge grain and that the vertex grain retains a constant 
area during growth. From equation (2*25) the area of the vertex 
grain may be‘written in terras of the co-ordinates of the node 
Av(x, y). This function is therefore constant for variations in 
the co-ordinates of a corner during growth. Hence the direction 
of motion of the grain corner 0d predicted by this model is found 
from
On comparing this angle with that given by equation(2*50)for the 
same structure, no apparent correlation was found.
Fig. 2*15 shows a 30° section of the hexagonal unit cell 
containing a grain corner. Within this section the solid lines 
represent the paths taken by the grain corner during growth. The 
dotted lines represent contours of constant interfacial energy Ey* 
From this diagram it can be seen that the two networks of curves are 
not orthogonal.
Thus it is concluded that maximising the reduction in 
interfacial energy is not compatible with von Neumann's rule.
Figs. 2*l6(i) to (iii) show the shapes of interfaces within 
the 30° sector corresponding to various stages in grain growth of 
these particular shapes within this configuration. The corners of 
these grains are initially close to the line of symmetry representing 
the physical boundary for the corner in the 1 2 3 ] class of
structures. Narked along the edge CE of these diagrams are the 
times taken for the corner to reach these positions. These are 
obtained by integrating Nullins' equation ( 2*4R ) for the growth 
of the edge cell in the interval t-to
b — to — ^ — A G (b0l
a7TM3T 3 V
where to = 0.
Initially the movement of these corners is slow but it 
continues to increase as the size of the edge cell decreases. Thus
when, size is measured in terms of average grain diameter, there
is an increase in the rate of change of size of the edge grain as it 
shrinks. This result may explain the experimental observation 
(Carpenter and Elam 1920) that the rate of consumption of a grain 
frequently becomes more rapid as the grain is about to disappear.
Von Neumann's rule may now be applied to the equilibrium 
structures of section 2*3 to determine the paths through which the 
configurations will evolve. For a given structure, the changes of 
area which arise can be plotted as a unique path on the ternary 
diagram for the class Figs. 2*17 and 2-19 for structures from the 
{ l 2 3 }  and [ l l 2 )  classes respectively.
2 : b :3 Zdexagonal Unit Cell
The first structures to be examined are those of the
{ 1 2  3} class. In regions II and III of Fig. 2*17 occupied by 
configurations (6, 12, 2) and (6, 3, £) respectively, the central 
region is a regular hexagon. From von Neumann's rule these remain 
constant in size. Thus the paths by which these structures evolve 
will be parallel to the VE side of the ternary diagram. The two
(2*32)
and three sided grains within these configurations shrink to a
point at which they vanish leaving stable three fold nodes in an
array of hexagons, configurations (6, 6, 0) and (6, 0, 6). The
*
resulting hexagonal structure is stable, no grain growth can 
occur. In region IV occupied by configuration (12, 6, 4) the vertex 
grains are curvilinear hexagons thus the growth paths are parallel 
to the CE side of the diagram. In this configuration the central 
cell formed by a dodecagon will continue to grow until a point is 
reached when one of the boundaries to the edge cell disappears, 
either between the edge and centre or edge and vertex cells 
Figs. 2*lB(i) and (iii) respectively. These four-fold unstable 
nodes will readily dissociate into two three-fold nodes (Fig. 2*1) 
exchanging neighbouring cells in the process. The configurations 
obtained by this process are the (6, 12, 2) and (24, 3* 2) configur­
ations Fig. 2*l8(ii) and (iv) respectively. Alternatively the edge 
cell may vanish to a point leaving one unstable node which in turn 
separates to produce the (12, 3, 0) structure. The situation in 
region I is slightly more complicated as none of the grains in the 
(24, 3, 2) configuration are hexagonal.
However, the von Neumann rule indicates that the rates 
at which the individual three-sided V grains and two-sided E grains 
shrink are in the ratio 3 to 4. Thus as there are two V and three 
E grains for each unit cell the total relative shrinkage rate is 6 
to 12. When plotted on the ternary diagram this results in straight 
relaxation paths making an angle of tan 4 T /2 ) = 40*9° with VC.
The nature of the boundaries between the four regions is 
of interest. For example those between II and III, and between III
and IV have the character of ridges, so that the relaxation 
paths move away from them on both sides. However the I XV 
boundary is permeable, paths crossing it being deflected but 
continuing. The IV - II boundary has ridge character near the 
II - III - IV triple point but is permeable along most of its 
length. This behaviour has however to be interpreted with care 
as in fact all the boundaries represent discontinuous changes of 
structure so that, as illustrated in Figs. 2*9(f) and (g), locally 
stable structures may arise due to over-shoot.
The outer boundaries of the ternary diagram, representing 
bimodal structures, also exhibit interesting features. In particular 
the structures along the VC boundary of region II and the EC boundary 
of region III are entirely stable and do not relax to the lower 
energy structures of region I. On the other hand the VC and CE 
boundaries of region I are unstable, representing structures which 
will relax to corner C, the regular unimodular polycrystal. Bound­
ary VE represents unstable structures with 6-fold nodes but the 
relaxation paths indicate it will not be reached in practice.
2:4:4 Square Unit Cell
The equivalence of structures within the { 1 2 3 } class 
with respect to the interchange of centre and vertex cells is 
reflected in the paths through which these structures evolve by 
grain growth Fig. 2*19* From this diagram it can be seen that 
these paths are symmetric about the edge cell axis.
Structures belonging to the (8, 8, 4) configuration 
occupying the central region IV evolve along paths perpendicular to 
the CV side of the ternary diagram. The (8, 8, 4) configuration
can grow into one of two trimodular structures namely the 
(16, 4, 2) and the (4, 16, 2) configurations of regions I and 
II respectively. These two structures may in turn evolve into 
one of a series of possible bimodal structures represented by the 
edges of the ternary diagram. The bimodular structures show the 
same symmetry v/ith respect to the interchange of centre and vertex 
cells as the trimodular configuration. Among these bimodal con­
figurations there are two stable members located on the CV edge of 
the diagram. These are the (8, 4, 0) and (4, 8, 0) configurations 
which- will evolve into the unstable unimodular structures (0, 4, 0) 
and (4, 0, 0) configurations at the C and V corners of Fig. 2*19- 
Separating the (8, 4, 0) and (4, 8, 0) configurations is configuration 
(4, 4, 0) which occurs when the areas'of the centre and vertex cells 
are equal. It is also possible for the trimodular configurations in 
regions I and II to reach the C and V corners directly. There are 
in addition two unstable bimodal structures into which the (4, 16, 2) 
and (l6, 4, 2) configurations can grow; these are the (0, 12, 2) and 
(12, 0, 2) structures respectively. The final trimodal configuration 
within this class is the (4, 4, 8) configuration of region III. This 
can grow into any one of three unstable bimodal structures, (4, 0, 6), 
(0, 4, 6) or (0, 0, 4).
The unstable structures lying along the sides and at the 
corners of the ternary diagram v/ith four or more boundaries meeting 
at a node will dissociate in the manner previously shewn in Fig. 2-1. 
The simplest unstable structure within this class is that formed by 
the square lattice configurations (4, 0, 0), (C, 4, C) and (0, 0, 4). 
The possible methods by which these networks may dissociate are now
examined in turn.
(i) In the first method examined all the nodes dissociate 
simultaneously in the same manner. Such a system was studied by 
Thompson (1887). He considered an experiment where an array of 
square two-dimensional soap film was held in place between a soap 
solution and a glass plate by vertical wires passing through the 
glass and attaching themselves to the corners of the squares. On 
removing the wires retaining the soap films he observed that these 
films became unstable and ran into a network of hexagons, Fig. 2*20. 
Thompson’s model requires that a fixed rigid boundary surrounds the 
two-dimensional array in order that the system maintains equilibrium 
as the network of hexagons is not regular.
(ii) An alternative method of dissociating the network is by 
introducing a single defect into the square tessallation. Fig. 2*21(i) 
shows a node dissociating in the opposite manner to all the other 
nodes in the network. This odd node introduces a pair of five and seven 
sided cells into the array of hexagons. After the boundaries have 
readjusted to minimise the interfacial area, subject to constant
cell size, they become curved in the manner shown in Fig. 2*21(ii).
From von Neumann’s rule the five-sided cell will shrink while the 
seven-sided cell grows. This growth introduces further disorder 
which spreads out through the network. The five-sided cell shrinks 
producing unstable nodes which dissociate resulting in more combin­
ations of shrinking and growing cells.
(iii) The final method examined is to allow dissociation to 
occur at only one node, perhaps as a result of a small perturbation 
Fig. 2*22(i). The mechanisms producing changes in the area of cells
are assumed negligible in comparison with those which restore 
equilibrium to the boundaries and nodes within the system. One 
node is allowed to dissociate while the remainder retain four-fold 
connectivity. The interfaces between the dissociated node and its 
nearest neighbours distort, in the manner shown in Fig. 2*22(ii), to 
accommodate their volumes. This process again causes distortion in 
adjacent interfaces which now imbalance second nearest neighbour 
nodes causing these in turn to dissociate Fig. 2*22(iii). Each 
node changes in the same direction and thus the square tesselation 
is transformed into a hexagonal array of cells each of the same area 
as the initial square-sided cells. This model of cell dissociation 
leads to the same result as that in Thompson's experiment.
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Fig. 2*18. Node dissociation in structures from configuration 
(.12,6,4) (i) and (iii) produce structures belonging to the (6,12,2) 
and (24,3,2) configurations, (ii) and (iv) respectively.
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Fig. 2*20. Dissociation of a square network of capillary cells into 
an array of elongated hexagons all nodes dissociating in the same 
manner.
(i)
Fig. 2-21. An array of square cells forming a pair of 5 7 sided
cells as a result of.a single odd dissociation.
Fig. 2*22. Structure formed by a single unstable four fold node 
dissociating in an array of square cells.
2:5 Discussion
The families of ordered polycrystals studied in this 
chapter form a restricted group of structures. Other related 
structures which could be considered arise if, for instance, the 
V or E grains in Figs. 2-3 and 2 - k become detached from the 
vertices and edges of the unit cell. For example, in the case of 
the {12 3} class these operations would result in topologies which 
are members of the |l, 6, 3} and £l, 2, 6] families. These structures 
still exhibit hexagonal symmetry but this is not true if the sixfold 
nodes of the unstable configurations Fig. 2 - k dissociate into three 
fold nodes, and these less symmetric cases might be examined.
Other techniques might also be employed in presenting the
structures, although no advantage would be gained from using dual
lattices which have proved useful in other problems (Morral and Ashby
197^)• The topology of structures of the type considered in this
chapter could have been represented by an alternative method of
classification described by C^Keeffe and Hyde (1980) and based on
Schlafli notation. In this method the structure is specified by
providing in cyclic order, the Schlafli symbol for each vertex of
polygon. For example, the (12, 3» 0) structure shown in Fig. 2*3(ii)
could be represented by the notation 3*12 while the (12, 6, *f)
structure Fig. 2*3(ix) may be represented by k * 6 ' 12 under their
scheme. However, this form of notation has the disadvantage that it
cannot always uniquely specify a configuration. This can be seen by
examining the (6, 0, 0), (6, 6, 0) and (6, 0, 6) configurations shown
3
in Fig. 2-3 each of which corresponds to the notation 6 . A further
way of extending the analysis is to assign different energies to 
the six distinct grain boundaries C/C, V/V, E/E, C/V, V/E and E/C 
which arise. Also, each of these energies could be considered a 
function of boundary orientation.
Although only structures based on two unit cells the 
regular hexagon and the square have been investigated in this 
chapter, other possible unit cells exist: for example, structures
generated in the manner described in section 2*2 and based upon a 
tessellation of rectangular unit cells. Such a configuration of ' 
grains can be used to examine the behaviour of elongated grain 
structures produced as a result of an external stress applied to 
configurations based on the square unit cell. A similar situation 
has already been examined by Ashby and Verrall (1973) for a network 
of hexagonal unit cells.
Structures could also be based on triangular unit cells 
with alternate triangles rotated through 60° in order to completely 
fill the plane. However, such grain configurations generated by the 
methods in section 2*2 are found to be degenerate, being equally well 
described by a class based on a hexagonal unit cell.
Von Neumann (1952) and Mullins (1956) related the growth 
of a grain to the number of its sides. No similar relationship has 
been obtained for grain growth within three dimensional structures.
The derivation of such a relationship is complicated by the convoluted 
nature of the surfaces. There is no simple relationship between the 
surface curvature and area of the type which exists in two dimensional 
configurations, equation (2*^1). If von Neumann's initial analysis is 
applied to a three dimensional grain the net flow of atoms through an
element of surface dS will be proportional to its curvature K^ (dS).
When the element has convex curvature (bowing outwards from the
due to the pressure difference across the boundary obtained from
is concave. There is no net exchange of atoms when the curvature is 
is zero. Thus the number of atoms passing through the element is 
proportional to
Integrating this expression over the whole surface area S of the 
grain one may obtain a measure of the rate of change in the number 
of atoms crossing this surface. Hence the rate of change of grain 
volume can be obtained from an equation of the form
where C is a constant. It would be interesting and instructive to 
apply the above procedure to grains in simple three dimensional 
cellular capillary structures. In this way it could be established 
if any relationship exists between growth and the number of sides of
of convex faces while those with more have a preponderance of concave. 
Thus there is a tendency for grains with fewer than fourteen faces to 
shrink while the opposite is true for those with more. This suggests 
a correspondence between the role of the fourteen faced grain in 
three-dimensional structures and the six sided grain in two- 
dimensional structures. However, Ahmed (1983) bas shown that this
interior of the grain) there will be a net outward flow of atoms
equation (2*6) and vice versa when the curvature of the element
Y a ic U s )  JLs .
a grain in three dimensional structures. Rhines and Craig (1974) 
state that grains with fewer than fourteen faces have a preponderance
correspondence cannot be complete, for example it is energetically 
favourable for a single grain in a unimodular array of fourteen 
faced tetrakaidecahedra to alter its volume at the expense of its 
immediate neighbours. This is not the case for a change in area 
of a single grain within a uniform array of hexagons. In such a 
structure the interfacial energy remains constant until unstable 
nodes produced by the rogue grain’s growth dissociate (Rinous 198l).
«-> I
EQUILIBRIUM SHAPES OF BOUNDARY PORES
3:1 Introduction
The grain structures considered in the previous chapter
were homogeneous in that they completely filled the space occupied 
by the polycrystal. These structures, however, represent an 
idealised situation. Normally the homogeneity of the polycrystal 
will be disturbed by the presence of regions of dissimilar material 
such as pores. It is energetically favourable for such pores to be 
located on a boundary rather than isolated within the bulk of a 
grain. In this chapter the equilibrium shapes of boundary pores 
will be examined. However, due to the generality of the model 
employed the pores could equally well represent any capillary cell. 
The shapes of boundary pores reflect the locations in which they 
are found, edge pores are two-sided and may be either lenticular 
or crescent shaped, while corner pores form three-sided curvilinear 
cells. In the following sections the equilibrium shapes of these 
two types of pores will each be investigated, starting with the 
edge pore.
3:2 Equilibrium Shapes of Grain Edge Pores
The conditions under which a 3-fold node is in mechanical 
equilibrium were outlined in Section 2*1. It was shown that a 
requirement for equilibrium was that surface tension forces must 
balance at a node. From equation (2*3) this condition can be shown 
to.result in- the following relationship when applied to the corner 
of the pore
= 2-Ys Co| e ’ (3-1)
where Tg and Ys are the surface tensions of the grain boundary 
and pore surface respectively.
The dihedral angle 29 is defined as the angle of 
separation between the interfaces enclosing the pores at its 
corner. In addition it was found in Section 2*1 that for any 
three cells v/hich meet at a node to be in equilibrium the pressure 
difference-between them must balance. This requirement resulted 
in the reciprocal relationship between the radii of curvature of 
these boundaries given by equation (2*10) for the case where each 
boundary had the same interfacial tension. However, when one of 
these cells is of a different composition from the remaining two, 
as in the case of the node at the corner of the pore, equation (2*9) 
may be written
=  ts
u
T: T".a (3*2)
where ~Y- and T 1 are the radii of curvature of the two surfaces 
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of the pore and Rij is the radius of curvature of the grain boundary 
adjacent to them. Using (3*1) the above equation may be rewritten 
to give
Rij = 0. t * Tj CoS ©~i 1-1- ' (3*3)
The equilibrium shape of a pore situated on the edge of 
a columnar grain can be determined by the semi-dihedral angle 0 
and the angle of intersection 0^(or 02) between the projections 
of the tangents to the grain boundary at the pore corners shown 
in Fig. 3*1 and 3*2, for the lenticular and crescent shaped pores 
respectively.
The first pore shape to he examined is that of the 
lenticular edge pore. From the geometry of such a pore of 
cross-sectional area Ap, the radii of curvature are given by
( c \ i/2-
r  = —  ■>= >'
V 3> I (J-'t)
wnere
cj, =  -L / - Sf* co,. +  ( ^ j - S i N c O ^ f i - C o s C ^ )  \ (3*5)
1 Z  1 — C o s  C O j  /  ’
t lJ
and cxOl is the angle subtending the i  interface
(3*6)
<^>i = <f>^ + 2_ © — rt
The radii of curvature of the grain boundaries adjacent to a 
lenticular pore are given by
= 2. -T, To. Cos 9 (3*7)
*n
It can be seen from equations (3*3)* (3**0 and (3*3) that TI , 
and Eg all depend on a scaling factor proportional to the square 
root of the pores cross-sectional area.
When 0x is less thanT-i.© the pore changes from the 
lenticular configuration to the crescent shape shown in Fig. 3*2. 
This structure results when the pressure within the pore is lower 
than that in one of its neighbouring grains, but higher than that 
in the other. From the geometry of the crescent-shaped pore of 
cross-sectional area Ap the radii of curvature TJ and
(Fig. 3*2) are found to be given by an equation of the form 
(3,z+) where
= _L ( oo.-sihod, - ) (3-8)
2 V i - ^  / ’
and
g, • J— ^ . (3-9)
I — C os CjD i
The angles subtended by the two surfaces of the pore are found 
to be
GO. = TT •+- z© - cff , (3*10)
and <^ 2. = 2_e - rr. (3*ii)
In the case of a crescent shaped pore the radii of curvature of 
the adjacent grain boundaries are
He, =  i t ;  r z Cos ©
3  L_:-------- . (3*12)
T-, +
1/2The variation in the radius of curvature Eg (in units of Ap ) 
of the grain boundary adjacent to the edge pore, obtained from 
equations (3*7) (3*12), is illustrated in Fig. 3*3 for changes
in the angle 0^ at constant values of 0. The shape of pores 
corresponding to points on this diagram can be seen in Fig. 3*^* 
When the pressure within the pore exceeds that in the 
neighbouring grain it adopts the lenticular shape shown in Fig. 3*1* 
In this configuration the angle 0 \ is found to correspond to the 
following condition
&  > TT - 2. 0 .
When the pressure within these two grains is equal the boundary 
separating them, on which the pore is. located, is flat. Hence for 
0 Z = TT the value of Rg is infinite. However, should the pressure 
within one of the grains equal that of the pore the interface 
between them will become straight and 
0t= T T - Z 0 .
Below this angle the pore adopts the crescent shape.
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Fig. 3*3» Variation in the radius of curvature Rg of a grain 
boundary adjacent to an edge pore for changes in <p, for several 
values of 0. The insert in this figure shows the variation in 
Rg on a smaller scale over the same angular range for 0=20*
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Fig. 3’4» Equilibrium shapes of grain edge pores for various 
values of the angles 9 and
3 :3 Equilibrium Shapes 01 Grain Corner Pores
The condition that a 3-fold node is in mechanical 
equilibrium can only be satisfied by four types of boundary 
structure adjacent to the node. These structures' correspond to 
the following pressure conditions.
(i) "Where the pressures within each of the three cells are
equal Pi = Pj = Pk. This results in the boundaries of the cell 
being straight as shown in Fig. 3*3(i)*
(ii) When two cells have equal pressure while that in the 
third is greater Pi = Pj < P^i Fig. 3*3(ii)*
(iii) When two cells have equal pressure while that in the 
third is lower Pi = Pj }  Pk Fig. 3*3(iii)«
(iv) Finally, when all of the cells have unequal pressures 
Pi ^  Pj ^  Pk the boundary arrangement illustrated in Fig. 3*3(iv) 
is produced.
The condition that pressure differences across the 
boundaries of three adjoining grains balance applies equally to 
the case when the three grains surround a region occupied by a cell 
of a different composition. In the remainder of this chapter an 
examination is made into the equilibrium shapes of pores occupying 
this region.
For semi-dihedral angles greater than 30° the edges of a
corner pore are convex like those shown in Fig. 3*6. When G is
o oless than 30 the edges of the pore are concave while when G = 30
the edges are straight. However, such low values of G are untypical
of pores in polycrystalline materials (Kelly and. Groves (1970),
Chuang et al (1979)) and thus the concave and straight sided pores
associated with these angles will not be examined.
The equilibrium shape of a convex corner pore may be 
determined by its semi-dihedral angle together with the angles 
of intersection 02 anc^  03 between projections of the tangents 
to the grain boundary at the corners of the pore shown in Fig. 3*6. 
For a cell of cross-sectional area Ap the radii of curvature of 
the i interface (Fig. 3*7) are given by
/ \ Va.
) - i=,'z ° ' 13)
X. - 1 \ - Cos OJ
i —  ---------
%
3
I V”' I - Cos 6 s / -. \ ^ *)
- 5—  ) 4   ( COs - Sin LsD ^  I 4" Sin (D<- > j
I — Cos <f x L-* I I — C 0 5  cOs ' J
S=i
(3*1^)
as in the previous section ceTj, is the angle subtended by the 
interface and is given by
<*>{ = 4- z e -  tt . (3*13)
The condition that pressure differences around the corner of the 
pore balance again determines the radii of curvature Rpj (Fig. 3*7) 
of the boundaries adjacent to the corner pore.
Smith (196*1) has shown examples of the shape changes of 
a second phase particle resulting from variations in G. In these 
examples the particles were located at the intersection of three 
straight boundaries. Thus these boundary structures correspond to 
each grain having equal pressure and the resulting particle shapes 
which have 3-Fold symmetry depend only on the angle 0. As the 
results of this work are well known they will not be reproduced 
here.
Figs. 3*8(i) and 3*8(ii) illustrate the t wo types of
boundary structures surrounding a corner pore for the case where
two of the grains have equal pressure. In this case the pore has
2-fold symmetry. Due to this symmetry only one of the angles of
intersection is required (02 =03) to determine the shape of the
region. The variation in the radius of curvature Rg of the tv/o
1/2grain boundaries in units of Ap is shown in Fig. 3*9 for 
alterations in the angle of intersection for several values of 
G. The transition between these tv/o types of configuration occurs 
at 0  = 211/3 at which angle the boundaries become straight and 
hence the radii of curvature of the boundaries are infinite, the 
pressure within each grain being equal. For lower values of this 
angle the equilibrium configuration corresponds to the type of 
structure shown in Fig. 3*8(i) and when 0, is greater than 
the form of the equilibrium configuration is shown in Fig. 3*8(ii).
Finally, the equilibrium shape of corner pores at the 
junction of three grains, none of which have equal pressures, are 
examined. Fig. 3*10(i) to (vi) show the form of pores at the corner 
of three such grains. These grains are arranged in the (12, 6, 4) 
configuration of the j_l 2 3) class (Fig. 2*3 ( i* ) introduced in 
Chapter 2). The points of intersection of the projections of the 
tangents to the grain boundary at the corners of these pores all 
have the coordinates x = 0*^237> y = 01133 as shown in Fig. 3*11.
In a pore free system these coordinates correspond to those of the 
configuration shov/n in Fig. 2*9(a). This configuration is the 
relaxed form of the most regular system of straight sided grains. 
Based on these coordinates a series of pores with different
cross-sectional areas is shown in Fig. 3*10 for several values of 
8. The area of the unit cell Au occupied by a central grain, tv/o 
vertex grains, three edge grains and twelve pores is assumed to 
equal unity. The ratio of the interfacial energy of the pore free 
configuration Ey to that of the porous configuration E is 
shown in Fig.. 3*12 for changes in the cross-sectional area of the 
pore Ap. It can be seen from this figure that the energy of the 
porous system exceeds that of the pore free system. In addition, 
with increasing values of G the discrepancy between the energies 
of the two systems is found to increase for a given pore size. 
Furthermore, as the size of the pore (measured in units of Au) 
increases, the energy of the porous system becomes larger.
In the absence of a pore the angle of intersection between 
the tangents to the grain boundary at the corner of a grain is 
2TT/3. The interfacial energy of this configuration is a minimum 
for this particular division of the unit cell by grains of a 
certain size. Further subdivision of this space by forming new 
cells requires the introduction of more boundaries, thus increasing 
the interfacial energy of the system. The minimum energy configur­
ation is based on a unimodular division of the space. With 
increasing pore size the area of the grain boundary is reduced and 
hence so is its contribution to the total interfacial energy of the 
system. Hov/ever, this reduction is outweighed by the increase in 
the contribution to the interfacial energy arising from the increase 
in the size of the pore. From equation (3*1) it can be seen that 
as 8 tends towards TT/2 the surface energy of the pore Ys tends 
towards infinity where Tg is constant. Hence for large values of
G the total interfacial energy of the system is dominated by the 
contribution from the pore even when it is very small. The point 
of termination of these curves shown in Fig. 3*12 marks the point 
of intersection of a pore corner with the line of symmetry forming 
the boundary of the cell. For the arrangement of pores and grains 
based on these particular x, y coordinates, the point of contact 
occurs with the CV side of the triangle. On contact with this line 
of symmetry the corner of the pore touches that of the pore in the 
neighbouring cell and they coalesce. Thus the termination of these 
curves marks the upper limit on the size of pore centred on these 
coordinates with semi-dihedral angle G.
Finally Fig.3*10 (i)-(iii) shows the variation in the shape 
of the configuration with a cell of semi-dihedral angle of 6 0°.
This angle corresponds to the special case where this cell is 
composed of material identical to that of the surrounding grains.
The configurations shown in this diagram thus represent 
quaternary arrangements of grains. From von Neumann's quasi static 
rule for grain growth (2*^2) this cell will shrink. The edge cell 
which is now eight sided will grow together with the vertex and 
centre cells all at the expense of the three sided grain.
An examination is made in the following chapter of grain 
growth in simple porous grain configurations.
p 
i
(i)
(u)
Ri
P <P = P
(iv)
P > P. > p
i J k
(iii)
Pig. 3*5* Possible equilibrium structures of three fold nodes.
Fig. 3*6, 'Equilibrium grain corner pore showing the angles $1, $2 
and 03 between the projections of the tangents to the grain boundaries 
at the pore corners.
Fig. 3-7. Equilibrium grain corner pore showing radii of curvature.
Fig. 3*8. (i) and (ii) show two types of equilibrium structure
of corner pores located at the junction of three grains where 
only two of the pressures within the grains are equal.
10
R
g
100' 18020
Fig. 3*9- Variation in the radius of curvature Rg of a grain
boundary adjacent to a corner pore of cross-sectional area Ap 
located at the junction of three grains, two of which have
the same pressure.
(i)
Ap =00125 
Ac = 0-5102 
Av =0-1085 
Ae = 0-0408
Ap =0-0081 
Ac =0-5254 
Av =0-1 175 
Ae =0-0475
Ap = 0-0032 
Ac =0-5410 
Av =0-12 75 
Ae =  0-0553
Fig. 3’10
Equilibrium shapes of pores of area Ap situated at the corner of 
centre, vertex and edge grains with, areas Ac, Av and Ae respectively 
in the (12, 6,4) configuration from the {12 3} class'. The pores shown 
in (i) to (iii) have semi-dihedral angles of 0 = 60° while those iii 
(iv) to (vi) have 0 = 80°.
(iv)
AP =0-0164  
Ac = 0-4898  
Av — 0*1008 
Ae =  0*0372
Ap = 0*0081 
Ac =  0*5222  
Av =  0*1175 
Ae =  0*0484
Ap = 0 *0 0 4 2  
Ac =  0 *5365  
Av =  0* 1255 
Ae= 0*0542
Fig. 5*10.
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Fig, 3*12. Variation in the ratio of the interfacial energy Er/Es 
of the pore free and the porous arrangement of grains in the (12,6,4) 
configuration with corner pore area Ap for systems centred on the 
co-ordinates x=0'4237 > y=0*1135-for various values of 0,
CHAPTER FOUR
GRAIN GROWTH WITH BOUNDARY PORES
*f:l Introduction
In this chapter the growth of grains within porous 
polycrystals will be examined. Growth in the systems of grains 
so far considered in this Thesis has been assumed to take place 
in structures free of major defects such as pores or solid 
inclusions. Defects of this type are, however, commonly present 
in real polycrystalline materials, where they reduce the rate of 
grain growth by inhibiting the motion of migrating boundaries. 
Speight and Greenwood (196*0 examined the effect pores produced on 
boundary migration. They found that small pores will be swept aLong 
with a migrating boundary producing little retardation to its 
movement. Large pores were observed to inhibit boundary migration 
but were unable to pin the boundaries and so completely prevent 
grain growth. In this respect pores differ from solid inclusions.
Pores are not restricted in their location to grain 
boundaries but may also be found in the bulk of grains. These 
pores may be formed by the accretion of small bubbles or alter­
natively they may have become detached from a migrating boundary.
In either case a pore when isolated from a boundary can only be 
dispersed by lattice diffusion of vacancies. Usually this process 
is relatively slow compared to grain boundary diffusion' except at 
temperatures near melting point. Thus in order to remove pores 
from polycrystals it is preferable that they remain attached to 
boundaries where they may more readily be eliminated by boundary 
diffusion.
A model for the motion of pores moving by surface diffusion 
while remaining attached to migrating grain boundaries is developed 
in this chapter. This model is then used to determine the influence 
of factors such as pore size, temperature, distribution, surface 
energy etc. on grain growth.
4:2 Quasi Rigid Body Model of Pore Motion.
4:2:1 Description of Model
Pores move bodily through crystalline solids by transfer­
ring atoms from their leading to their trailing surfaces, either 
by the random motion of atoms or under the action of a driving 
force such as a thermal gradient or grain boundary migration, Nichols 
(1969)* There exist three possible routes by which atoms may perform 
this transfer -
1. Vapour transfer - diffusion of atoms through the gas contained
within the pore.
2. Volume diffusion - diffusion of atoms through the bulk of the 
i material adjacent to the pore by means of a vacancy
mechanism.
3. Surface diffusion - diffusion of atoms around the surface layer
of the pore.
As these three diffusional processes occur in parallel the rate 
controlling mechanism for material transport will govern the speed 
of pore migration. In the following study, as in several recent 
publications (Chuang et al (1979)1 Hsueh et al (1982), Spears and 
Evans (1982)) surface diffusion is assumed to be the dominant 
transport mechanism. However, the actual mechanism controlling 
migration under a particular driving force will be dependent on
pore size and temperature. Shewmon (1964) has demonstrated such 
a relationship between size and driving force for spherical pores 
in a thermal gradient.
The motivation for surface diffusion around the pore is 
the difference in the curvature between its leading and trailing 
surfaces. Such a variation in curvature produces a gradient in 
the chemical potential in the surface which generates the atomic 
flux.
The shape of a pore is determined by boundary conditions 
imposed upon the chemical potential which is assumed to be 
continuous at all points around the surface. In addition, at the 
corner of the pore the angle between its surface and the adjacent 
boundary is determined by the requirement to balance surface tension.
It is assumed in this model that a thin surface layer of 
atoms diffuses from the leading to the trailing face; here it is 
deposited evenly along the length of this surface. As a result the 
pore moves forward a small distance. After such a displacement it 
will have suffered only a minor alteration in its shape. Thus it is 
reasonable to assume that it remains constant in both shape and 
size during such a step, moving as a rigid body. During this motion 
the pore is required to remain attached to the adjoining migrating 
boundaries. As in previous chapters these boundaries are assumed 
to.have constant curvature. However, for a mobile pore its surface 
‘cannot in practice have constant curvature. The surface diffusion 
of atoms by which the pore moves is motivated by local variations 
in the chemical potential of the surface. These variations are in 
turn proportional to changes in surface curvatures and this point
will be discussed in the following section. Nevertheless to make 
the problem tractable these local variations in curvature are 
replaced by an average curvature which is proportional to the mean 
chemical potential of the surface.
After the completion of the small rigid body motion, the 
pore is assumed to readjust its shape in order to satisfy the 
boundary conditions in its new position. The incremental motion 
of the pore is now repeated.
4:2:2 General Relationships
At the corner of the pore, the semi-dihedral angle 0 is 
determined by balancing the surface energy of the grain boundary 
Yg and of the pore-grain interface Ts. As outlined in section 2*1 
the values of surface energy may be regarded as being equivalent 
to the surface tension of the associated interface. From equation 
(2*5) the angle 9 can be obtained as a function of these two 
tensions
The shapes of pores considered in this chapter are symmetrical 
about a line passing perpendicularly through the centre of the 
leading surface. Along this line of symmetry the motion of the 
pore is directed with a velocity Vp. The grain boundary adjacent 
to the pore corner will migrate towards its centre of curvature 
with a velocity given by equation (2*45). In order that the corner 
remains in contact with the migrating boundary this velocity must 
satisfy the following condition
V p  =  , (4-2)
Ra StN "Vl/
where is the angle between the grain boundary at the corner
and the direction of motion of the pore.
Atoms will diffuse around the surface from regions of 
high chemical potential on the leading surface to regions of 
low potential on the trailing surface in order to reduce the total 
free energy of the system. The flux of these diffusing atoms
is proportional to the gradient of the difference between the
chemical potential of atoms /*A and vacancies in the
surface layer of the pore (Herring 1931)* This flux is given by
/
Ds Ss cly*-
3s ” JikT J[s (4-3)
where jx =. — yu.v ,
and ds is an element of the pore’s surface. Because of the 
conservation of matter, the velocity Vn of an element of this 
surface along its normal is given by
Vn = _TL j s ,
XT w
combining equations (4*3) and (4*4) Mullins (1957) obtained an 
expression for this velocity in the form
D «r SiC A
Vni = —
kT (4-3)
where i = 1 or 2 for its trailing and leading surfaces.
Resolving the velocity of the pore at some point ( T* , ) on
the i th surface along a direction normal (outwards into the bulk
of the grain) to this surface it is found that in the co-ordinate 
systems used for the pores examined in this chapter (Fig. 4*1 and . 
Fig. 4-5)
Vni = —  Vp SIn t (4*6)
Substituting this expression into equation (4*3) and rewriting 
one obtains
__ k T V ? S;N  ^ (4-7)
T s T "  Ss
Into this equation is substituted the velocity obtained from 
equation (4-2) to give
. A > i  =  : . * T M a ya S;n . (lf.8)
As the surfaces of the pores are assumed to have uniform curvature 
this may be written (Tucker 1978a)
f e  = ^  ^  ^  ' i.k-9)1 Cf)x
where
„  r X T M j Y i
, r ,--------------  • c't-io)
Is Ss R.
Integration of equation (4*9) with respect to joi produces
=  -ft  Cos, f i +■ A i  , (h-ll)
J n
which is proportional to the flux of atoms on the i th surface. 
The value of for the t- th surface is found on integrating,
equation (4*11) with respect to to be
'■■/S ( 3?'^  = “ PiSiN cpi+Ai <fi+ , (%.12)
S ' .
where Ai and Bi are constants of integration.
Herring (1951) obtained an expression for the chemical 
potential beneath a smoothly curved surface in a quasi ideal 
crystal. He assumed that the total free energy F of a crystal 
in equilibrium was stationary with respect to infinitesimal 
virtual changes in the shape of its surface. This energy consists 
of two parts
F = Fs + Fv
¥
a surface energy term Fs and a volume term Fv. The addition to 
a concave pore surface S of a small quantity of material taken 
from the interior of the adjoining grain changes Fs by
■ --n-ys J ( k , + Kz)dS , . (V13)
where Kq and )<2 3X6 the principal curvatures of the surface and 
Ts is assumed to be isotropic. By equating this to the variation 
in Fv produced by the interchange of matter, the value of yu- 
in the i  th pore surface is found to be
/*-i “ -^Ys ( + ^ ix ) » (4- 1 )
where J*-o is the value of for a flat surface. Thus when
the pore is situated on the boundary between two columnar grains 
each of which has uniform hydrostatic pressure within its bulk 
and ji0 is set equal to zero this equation reduces to the form
ix • - - S L  Ts/*->. - _ _  , (4*15)
where Tj^  is the finite radius of curvature of the i th pore surface
Matching this v&lue of yuq to the mean value » obtained by
integrating equation (*t‘ll) over this surface, gives
From this equation the second constant of integration Bi is 
found to be
B; =  - g .  Coi V i * - ~ c °s -  hi I y  +  y  \ -q y s . (4*17)
2. ' *v—*
f i t - - T i * .  ^
Substitution of the above value of Bi into equation (4*12) results 
in the following expression for yu.j (cp-j)
/ \ (  f±) =  -  p .  [ s '.n  cp^ +  c ° ^  y j f t .  ~  c «
f i t r - f i *
f  i  -  ft«. + y j c ) -  .
2. / u
The equations obtained in this section will now be applied to 
specific pore shapes.
*t:2:3 Pore on a Grain Edge
In this section the case of a lenticular pore situated 
on the edge of a columnar grain as illustrated in Fig. 4»1 will 
be examined.
As a consequence of the symmetry of the grain boundaries 
adjacent to the pore there will be no sideways movement during 
its quasi rigid body motion. Thus at the centre pf the leading and 
trailing surfaces of the pore- there is no atomic flux. Hence from 
equation (^ f-ll) and the'geometry obtained from Fig. ■ 2 it can be
4- Ai
(4-18)
seen that for the trailing surface
ci- y U |  | = o ,
J. Cf , /
(4-19)
V' = ?2.
while for the leading surface
- i f f  'j =  O  (V20)
^ y-L= —2.
Frorn these two equations it follows that 
Ai = 0 ,
for both i = 1 and 2. Hence for the edge pore, j ^ x may be
written from equation (^«l8) as
= -£.[ SiN9i + CoS ^  ““ Cos ^  I - -rt-Ts . (V21)
I " ^
where <fia and^fdb are the limits of the angular aperture of the 
i th surface of the pore. Substituting into this equation the 
expressions for these limits for the trailing and leading surfaces 
of the pore obtained from Fig. A*2 the values of are found
to be
= ~ P, ( f t  ~ -Q'l  ^ —  -ft-Ys ,
H -»|> + e I  ^ (4-22)
and
/ u l ( %)  =  /  S;>j ^  \  _  i h h  , (4>23)
\ . -\U + © - Tf / ^
1 2.
respectively.
In order that the flux remains finite at the pore 
corner the chemical potential must be continuous. Thus at the 
corner of the pore the values of y-M and u-j. must satisfy the 
following boundary conditions
<p, = y -e Y2.=t t+'^+ ©
Hence from equations (4*22) and (A*23)
"Pi I + Co<^ ‘ ] — -ftYs = J\ + Cos'H7! j - (^*25)
V ■ 1 nrr \  ^ _ T T  y  ^  ’
where
=
'vp- © 
©
1 = l
i= 2. ,
( k - 26 )
Dividing equation (b * 2 5 ) through by _fL ys and rearranging, the 
radius of curvature of the grain boundary.adjacent to the pore
is given by
R^=o</ TT Tj \ (c,Ti% C ^ r f )  Co$e (*t-27)
°n - n Si N '‘x|/
where
C ^ —  SiN -V- CoS
and
= 1  -kT M %
(A*28)
(A«29)
At a fixed temperature T the value of c< reflects the relative 
mobilities of the grain boundary and the pore surface. The 
mobility of atoms in the pore surface is defined by
B P -  JEl. . (if-30)
•■At
A more detailed discussion of and the grain boundary mobility 
Mg is left for a later section of this chapter.
A consequence of the assumption that the pore remains a 
rigid body during its incremental movements is that the pore does 
not gain or lose atoms as a result of boundary diffusion. Thus 
at the pore corner the atomic fluxes will match, hence
i
t ; JLy, f, = iy-e Ti
(4-31)
cp “ TT+'xp+G
Using equation (4*11) the above condition may be written
or* Cos
T =  H  • (4.32)
' f x C.OS *^ 1
This form of the ratio of curvatures is also a consequence of the 
assumption that the pore's surfaces have uniform curvature and 
that surface tension forces balance at its corners. From equation 
(4*16) this ratio may also be written as the ratio of the mean 
chemical potentials for the pore's surfaces
' ^  ^
V l /^ i
Substituting the ratio of curvatures from (4*32) into equation 
(4*27) produces
C C| -V- C. -2. } Ta. Co% 6
T 37  ' ~
The area of the lenticular pore is given by
A p  —  ( CsO | Si N C O , ) *1~i 4- - SiV cOj ^  'Cj 1 i^j. • ^
^  2-
where c07' is the angle subtended by the arc of curvature of 
the 1 th surface. From geometry, Fig. 4*2, the values of <-A 
are given by
-  TT - 2, ^  ,
and
OOo. — 2. “ TT ,
(^•35)
for the two surfaces.
Substituting into (4*34) the ratio of pore curvatures from (4*32) 
one obtains
T, =  t L
where
or
( <?. + q.x )
Qi = (. °^ i — S(N ^ i l / z ,
(^.363
(^•37)
q,= (Tf- z-ip,- s ;n ^ ,)/x ,
=  -( TT-•2-4'i-SiN-fi)/?- , ( V 38)
Hence substituting the value of Ta. obtained from (^*36) into 
.(^*33) one arrives at
R  -  +  ■
U  ' / (<3, ^  4-q O  a‘SiN*^ (4*39)
The value of Rcj given by the above equation is substituted into 
equation (2*43) to obtain the instantaneous rate of change in the
a _  ( i- _ l \  c <^ 1 ,
' C c ^ - n c O
curvature of the boundaries adjacent to a pore.
Hence
Va —  «
’  1 7  "  J <M 0 >
where g is a dimensionless factor which may be written as a 
function of the angles © and
(4-4l)
■< V
and YS ^as been replaced by Ys using equation (4*1). Alter­
natively, R g, given by equation (4*39)* niay be substituted into 
equation (4*2) to obtain an expression for the instantaneous 
velocity of the pore Vp as a function of pore area Ap, semi-dihedral 
angle © and the angle
v, = -^Ys^Ds is j i— _L \ _ {k-k2)
^ T A f 3/l ' ' Cioj^+Ci.
The coefficient of surface diffusion Ds has the form
■ Q s /RT (%-43)
T s " l ? o £ .  , :
where Do is a temperature independent constant and the activation 
energy for surface diffusion is Qs.
The instantaneous velocity of an edge pore will now be 
examined for a specific porous material uranium dioxide (U02)- 
Reynolds (1967) obtained the following expression for the coefficient 
of surface diffusion in UO2 within the temperature range 1723K to 
1973K giving s, v- ( 5 M O / RT«7 9 *
where _
R = <S* 21 ^  T  K~' hou" .
-2.S .
In this material the atomic volume XL = 4x 10 nv and it has been 
assumed here that the thickness of the surface layer is
o
approximately jTL . The semi-dihedral angle © in UO2 is 50 . 
Substituting the above values of D S , -n. , %s> and 0 into 
equation ( k ^kZ ) one obtains the velocity of an edge pore as a 
function of its size, temperature and the angle ^  . The
angle ^  (Fig. *f*l) is an important parameter as it represents 
the interaction between the pore and its adjoining grain boundaries.
A graph illustrating the variation in 1_0^  lo Vp against ^  for 
fixed values of pore area and temperature is shown in Fig. 4*3. The 
temperatures selected in this graph T=2023K and T=2523K are approx­
imately 70^ and 90% respectively of the melting point of U02»
Three pore sizes have been chosen Ap = 0*1 , 1*0 ytx-v**- and
*2-
10*0yw-rv} to represent small, medium and large pores in this 
material.
The value of 0 = 50° in UO2 is not typical of semi-dihedral 
angles in more common poly crystalline materials: the values of some
of these are given in Table I below (Kelly and Groves (1970) and
Chuang et al• (1979).)
TABLE I SEMI-DIHEDRAL ANGLES FOR SOME COMMON FOLYCRYSTALS
Material Ag Au Cu Fe( S ) Fe( T ) Ni
!# .§ •
O
O N-
/ 1200 850 850 1500 1100 1350
0O 69/ 7° 83-8° 79-3° 83*1° 78-5° 78-5°
The effect changes in the semi-dihedral angle G have 
on the normalised velocity of an edge pore defined by
V 2.
U *  -  V r k~T A p  
-Tl D s  <LS
is illustrated in Fig. for variations in the angle ^
This figure together with the other graphs in this section will 
be discussed in section *t:2:5- In the next section pores 
situated on grain corners will be examined. 
k : Pore on a Grain Corner
It is energetically more favourable for pores to be 
situated at the corner of a grain rather than on its edge. At a 
grain corner the pore will eliminate more .of the grain boundary 
than will an equivalently sized edge pore in the same material.
In addition a corner pore will have the smaller surface area for 
a given volume. These two factors result in the interfacial 
energy of the system with corner pores being lower than that of the 
system with edge pores, all other factors being equal. Thus once 
a pore has formed at a grain corner there is a higher energy barrier 
to be overcome if it is to be separated from the adjoining boundaries 
than for an equivalently sized edge pore. Hence such pores will 
tend to remain attached to boundaries throughout normal grain 
growth as has been observed by Kingery and Francois (196,5).
Where the hydrostatic pressure within the grains surround­
ing the corner pore is uniform, the geometry of adjacent boundaries 
will obey the relationship given in equation (2*10). Unlike the 
case of the symmetric arrangement of pore and boundary discussed
in the previous section, the direction of the quasi rigid body 
motion of such a pore is unknown. In this general case in order 
that the pore remains attached to the migrating boundaries its 
motion must contain a rotational element together with the trans­
lational motion discussed in the previous example. Such a model 
imposes difficulties on the determination of the boundary conditions 
to be placed upon the flux within the pore. To avoid these an 
example of a corner pore having only translational motion may be 
examined by the appropriate choice of the adjoining boundary 
geometry. This condition will be satisfied where the curvatures 
of the boundaries adjacent to the leading surface are identical.
From equation (2*10) the boundary terminating at the junction of 
the trailing surfaces then has zero curvature. A preliminary study 
of the motion of such corner pores was carried out by Rinous (1981) 
but some of his results were in error. The motion of these pores 
has now been recalculated using the incremental rigid body model 
outlined in Section k * 2 .
be seen that the atomic flux must be zero at the centre of the 
leading surface. It can also be seen that there will be no flux 
at the junction of its trailing surfaces. These two conditions can 
be expressed in the following manner
From the symmetry of the pores shown in Fig. ^*5 it can
• 1
Cft = o
for the trailing surfaces and
(4M4)
for the leading surface.
Thus from equation (^*11) the values of the first constants of 
integration are found to be
A. = p, Cos 9 , ( ^ 5 )
for the trailing surface and
A  2. =  O  , (4-46)
for the leading surface.
Thus the equations for on the trailing and leading surfaces 
of the pore may be written
yLL, C (f, ) = - 13, / + Cos Cos < fia_ +
(VJf7)
+ | — l^-l- + flQ- | Cos © |------- ,
and
Sin Cf>a. 4- Cos % M r  - Cos \ _ xlYs ( ^ 8 )
\ I ^
respectively.
The limits of the angular aperture for these are found from the 
geometry of the pore, Fig. -^*6,to be
T.ol = - e •' <p,«. = e , (4*49)
50)
'2.TT- © J TT+^+ ©,
f o r the.trailing and leading surfaces respectively.
Substituting these values into equations (4*^7) and one
obtains
Y -  ©; j CoS© — CoS Y*
z e - ^
Ys (4* 51)
r.
and
_  -Q -Y s
nr;
(^•52)
At the junction of the two surfaces the value of yu_ is assumed 
continuous.
Thus
%_ = TT+Tp + ©
(^•53)
which may be written
h
i jl 1/ r  a j- ( 1 + ~ — ~  ) ^-oS ® Cos ^S.n + 'vp, Cos © 4- \ 2. '
2. © - -vp
- -O-Ys - P: S j N ^ 2. 4- Cos Y 1^- | —  -TC-Ys
'vW - TT 
2-
Dividing this equation through by -Ti. Ys and rewriting to obtain 
the radius of curvature of the grain boundary adjacent to the
pore gives
R 3 = *  ( _ H L _ ]  ( c . T 7*' +  c , y  ) Coie ' (4>55)
\ Y  ^ 11 I SlN
where C2 and ^  have the meaning given in equation (^*28) and
(H*29) respectively and 
Co — SiN ^  Cos © +
( ,+  y £ ± B l  J C ose  -  C o s ^  
Z©  -  np ( V 56)
As in the case of the edge pore, the flux is assumed continuous 
around the surface this condition at the intersection with the 
grain boundary may be written
t; d f,
J jj-s.
ri
(**•57)
Hr t-e
Substituting into this equation the values given by equation 
(H*ll) one can obtain the ratio of the radii of curvature of the 
pore surfaces
t ;
Cos 'H'
Again, as in the case of the edge pore, this may be written in 
terms of the ratio of the average chemical potential for the pore's 
surfaces from equation (H«l6).
_  J H  — A h
Ti /*,
The area of the symmetric corner pore obtained from its geometry 
Figs. and H*6 is given by
A,‘P  —  (  +• S , V ^ C a \ j  C c J ^ L j j  ,
(^■59)
where o^>{ is the angle subtending the i  th surface.
From the geometry of this configuration these angles are found 
to be
= 2.0 - , (i)-6o)
and
COx -  - TT
(4-61)
As in the previous section is defined by
Q- = ( cO; - SiN ) I  X • (4-62)
Substituting the value of To. obtained from equation (^*39) 
together with the value of the ratio ^  from equation (^*38) into 
equation (4*33) this may be rewritten in the following manner
. vs./ t , ) ( +• ti ) C-o* 0
R.=c<Af 1 ^ 1  --------- 2-------------------------  .
(4*63)
Substituting this value of into equation (2*^3) one obtains
the instantaneous rate of change of the grain boundary's radius 
adjacent to the pore of area Ap at an angle
Vc, =  ^_ -AA "Tc, ^
b 77—  • o
Xb A t Ar ^
Hence the dimensionless factor <j is given by
(4-64)
Co ^ 2- +- c
63)
and has been replaced by Ys using equation (^*1) as in the
case of the edge pore.
Alternatively the value of R<g given in equation (^*63) 
may be substituted into equation (4*2) to obtain the velocity of 
the pore Vp on a grain boundary of curvature */R^
Vc = Ps ^  ^ t (4-66)
3 k T A f ^  SiN^
A graph showing the variation in the velocity of the symmetric 
corner pore in UO2 is shown in Fig. V 7. This figure illustrates 
the variation in Vp for a given set of pore areas at the two 
temperatures used for the edge pore in the previous section.
Fig.-^*8 demonstrates the changes in the normalised velocity of a 
symmetric corner pore given by
, » X 3/*-n jc _  vp ^  t  A f 
_n
for variations in «'\|/ for a series of constant G values.
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Fig. 4*3* Variation in the velocity of a lenticular edge pore 
of area Ap with the angle ^  at constant values of temperature
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Fig. 4*4* Variation in the normalized velocity Ve of a lenticular
2edge pore of area l*Oyu.m and semi-dihedral angle 0 with the 
angle^, The curve for 0 = 60° (not shown) falls between those of 
0 = 50° and 0 = 70°. .
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Fig* 4*8. Variation in the normalized velocity Vc of a symmetric
2corner pore of area 1'OyUm and semi-dihedral angle ©with the angle y.
4:2:5 Discussion
The results obtained in the previous two sections for the 
edge and symmetric corner pores will be discussed in this section.
The driving force propelling atoms around the pore 
surface is dependent on the difference in the mean chemical potential 
between the leading and trailing surfaces. For a fixed size pore 
a measure of this force is given by the ratio between these two 
potentials. From equation (4*l6) this ratio is in turn equal to the 
ratio of curvatures of the leading and trailing surfaces equations 
(4*32)-and (4*58) for the edge and corner, pores respectively. It 
can be seen from these equations that ^  is dependent only on the 
angle ^  in a given material specified by the angle 0  . As the
potential of atoms on the leading surface is either equal to or
greater than the potential of atoms on the trailing surface 
this ratio is in turn equal to or less than unity. Kence small 
values of ng represent large differences between the potentials and 
hence large driving forces. 'When the curvatures of the leading and 
trailing surfaces are equal, each point on the pore will have equal 
potential , and hence there is no motivation for diffusion. Thus the 
pore will be stationary. In the case of the edge pore the curvatures 
are equal at '\p = TT/l while for the corner pore it occurs at ^  =TT/5 .
These angles represent upper limits on a range of possible values of 
^  for the tv:o pore configurations. Both these upper limits are 
independent of the semi-dihedral angle e. Below the angle *'|/ = ®
G the curvature of the leading surface of the pore becomes concave. • Such 
configurations do not develop in the ordered arrays of grains examined 
in later sections of this chapter where the curvature of the adjacent
grain boundaries is uniform. However, the crescent shaped edge 
pore is an important configuration, as it represents the stage in 
the development before the pore detaches from the grain boundaries 
and becomes isolated in the grain behind the migrating boundary.
A complete analysis of this process requires the introduction of 
variable grain boundary curvature as the process of pore .detachment 
is dependent on the geometry of the boundary in the vicinity of the 
pore. Increasing the angle *\|/ away from the lower limit for the 
pore configuration with a convex leading surface produces an increase 
in the value of og for constant values of G as shown by Figs. 4*9 
and 4*10 for the edge and corner pores respectively. Eence there is 
a consequent decrease in the impetus driving atoms around the 
surface. In addition it is also found that in both cases for a given 
pore size as zj/ increases its value, so does the area of the leading 
surface and thus more atoms are required to be transported away from 
this surface to move the pore forward. Thus the length of this 
surface (which is proportional to the surface area) provides a measure 
of the pore’s resistance to motion. Fig. 4*11 illustrates the 
variation in this length for both the edge- pore (broken lines) and 
corner pore (solid lines) with changes in both G and ^  . The
increase in the pore's resistance to motion as measured by the increase 
in the length of the leading surface together with the diminished
a retardation in pore velocity. This effect can be seen in Figs. 4*3 
and 4*7 which-show -the velocity of the edge and corner pores as a 
function of the angle ^  for various pore sizes and temperatures.
companying large ~dt angles produces
As the size of the pore increases so does its surface area. Thus 
both the number of atoms required-to be transferred and the mean 
diffusive path length of these atoms increase.
As a result of these factors the velocity of pores is 
found to decrease for larger pore areas. From equations 4*30 and 
4*43 it is clear that as the temperature of UO2 is raised, diffusing 
atoms in the surface become more mobile. Thus for a given size pore 
and driving force, increasing the temperature will result in an 
increase in the pore velocity due to the greater drift velocity of 
the atoms in its surface. By comparing the velocities of the edge, 
Ve, and symmetric corner pore, Vc, Figs. 4*3 and 4*7 respectively, 
it may be observed that for the same size pore and angle ^  , Ve
is marginally greater than Vc, in spite of the smaller surface area 
of the corner pore. This may be explained in terms of the greater
driving force represented by the difference in the mean chemical
potential for the leading and trailing surfaces for a given angle
experienced by atoms in the edge case. As a result of this, the
transfer of atoms occurs more rapidly in the case of the edge pore.
The more general case, -that of changes in pore velocity 
resulting from variations in both '\J' and 6, will now be discussed. 
Figs. 4*4 and 4*8 illustrate the change in the normalized velocities 
of the edge and corner pores respectively brought about by alter­
ations in these angles.- It can be seen from Figs. 4*9 and 4*10 that 
for a given pore size and angle ^  the ratio of mean chemical 
potentials of the surfaces will decrease with decreasing values
of 0. Thus the pore will become less symmetric and the driving force 
for surface diffusion will increase. In the case of the symmetric
corner pore this results In an Increase in the normalised velocity 
V c with decreasing values of G. However, a somewhat different 
situation arises with the lenticular edge pore. In this case it is 
found that as G is reduced from the maximum theoretical value of 
© = 90° the normalized velocity initially becomes larger Fig. k mk.  
However, it can be seen from this figure that for a given value of 
■\p the velocities for 6 = 90° and k0 ° are lower than those for 
G = 80° and 70°. The reduction in velocity at these lower values of 
6 is explained by an increase in the pore's resistance to motion due 
to the increased length of the leading surface. Due to the geometry 
of the lenticular pore, as G tends towards zero the surface area 
tends towards infinity. Thus for lower values of © the number of 
atoms required to be removed from the leading surface to move the 
edge pore forward becomes progressively larger. Fig. ^*11 shows 
that in the case of the corner pore the increases in the length of 
the forward surfaces as a result of -the variation in © are smaller 
than in the case of the edge pore for the same angles. The increased 
resistance experienced by the corner pore due to these changes is 
insufficient to produce a reversal in the trend of increasing values 
of the normalised velocity with decreasing values of G.
1*0
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Variation in the ratio ij of the mean curvatures of the leading and 
trailing surfaces of a lenticular pore with the angle ^  for several 
values of the semi-dihedral angle 0.
Fig. 4*9
Pig. 4*10. Variation in the ratio ig of the mean curvatures of the 
leading and trailing surfaces of a symmetric corner pore with the 
angle ^  for several values of the semi-dihedral angle 0.
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Fig. 4*11. Variation in the length of the leading surface of edge
("broken lines) and corner pores (solid lines) with the angle'vj/ for
2
constant values of 0. The pores are of area 1‘O^m .
4.3 APPLICATIONS
4:3:1 Structures to be Examined
In order to demonstrate the effect grain edge porosity 
produces on grain boundary motion and on the growth of grains, 
specific configurations of grains and pores will now be examined. 
Using the equations derived from the model in the previous sections 
the motion of boundaries containing porosity has been compared with 
that of pore free boundaries in identical configuration of grains.
Only simple examples of pore free systems of grains have 
been considered. These consist of arrays of grains whose boundaries 
have only one finite radius of curvature. For example the structures
illustrated in Fig. 2*9(e) and (g), in which only the edge and corner
pores respectively have finite curved boundaries. The radius of 
curvature of the boundaries of such columnar grain systems may be 
related to,the area of the grain by an equation of the form
Ag = go (4*67)
3 '
where gQ is a geometrical factor depending only upon the shape of 
grain assumed.
The instantaneous rate of change of radius with
respect to time may be found by substituting the value of the radius 
of curvature of the boundary from (4-67) into equation (2*45) to 
give
3 N U  = ‘ < ^ 8 )
The ratio T  » between the velocity of a boundary in a system
*
without pores and the velocity of the boundary in the same grain 
configuration when pores are present and the sizes of the individual
grains are unaltered, may now be found
*69)
The introduction of pores on to a boundary is expected to reduce 
its velocity of migration. Thus the maximum value of T is unity.
equations (^ *^ -0) and (4*68) respectively, T  is found to be given
The ratio T represents the degree of retardation suffered by a 
grain boundary due to the presence of a pore of area Ap.
Pores within columnar polycrystals disturb the growth 
patterns predicted by von Neumann (1952) and Kullins (1958). To 
investigate this disturbance pores are introduced into two particular 
arrangements of grains. These are
(i) A cylindrical grain Fig. 4-*l2 examined in section k:^>:2
(ii) An array of grains consisting of a four sided curvilinear 
grain surrounded by four octagonal grains examined in section
♦
By substituting into (V69) the values of v^ and -^obtained from
by
T = 9 A 3'/2- (4-70)
^  A PV i  c «  e
4:3:3-
b:3:2 CYLINDRICAL GRAIN WITH PORES
-^:3:2:1 Introduction
Tucker (1978a) has shown that in irradiated UO2 at high 
temperatures neighbouring pores on grain boundaries have a tendency 
to develop a uniform size distribution. In addition he has 
demonstrated that irregularly spaced pores on boundaries migrate 
towards unoccupied regions, thus becoming progressively more 
uniformly spaced (Tucker 1978b). In view of these two results the 
following configurations are used to model the motion of porous grain 
boundaries.■ A cylindrical columnar grain of cross sectional area 
Ag is embedded in a large single grain of the same material. Around 
the circumference of the cylinder, n equally sized lenticular pores 
are evenly distributed, Fig. Vl2. From the detailed geometry of 
this configuration Fig. 4*13 the area of the grain is found to be
In this equation the radii of curvature r^ andRg may be expressed 
as functions of a set of configurational variables Ap, ©< , G and 
using equations (4*38)and (*f*39) respectively. Thus the area 
of the grain may be written as a function- of Ap, n,© and.o( for a 
given material at a temperature T. It is convenient to specify the 
configuration in terms of grain size rather than by the choice of a 
particular value of the angle ^  . From equation (^*71) this'angle
can be seen to be an implicit function of grain area and the remaining 
configurational variables describing the 'system. An iterative method
+  Tl Cot ( IT  j Cos (N 5. )  Cos ^
+ [ 21 - ^  + (cotE  4- Siw Cosa^ J t
(4-71)
was used to solve (^*71) for -\p . Once 'xp has been determined
*
it is possible to calculate the rate at which the porous grain 
boundary will migrate. Comparing this with the rate of migration 
Vg of an identically sized pore free cylindrical grain provides 
a measure of the retardation 71 produced on the boundary. In the 
following section the effects of the various parameters on the 
migration of grain boundaries will be examined.
150
Pig. 4*12
Pores of equal size evenly distributed around a cylindrical
grain
i / _
Fig. 4.I3
Geometry of porous cylindrical grain.
b:3:2:2 Influence of pore size
To demonstrate the variation in the relative rates of 
grain boundary migration between a cylindrical grain with pores 
to the same configuration when they are absent, a particular arrange­
ment of pores is selected. The first such system to be considered 
\
consists of a cylindrical grain of area Ag having four lenticular 
pores each of area Ap equally spaced around its boundary.
The amount of retardation on the boundary in such a system 
due to the porosity is measured by the ratio T found from equation 
(4*70). Taking the log 10 value of both sides of this equation one 
obtains the following expression
log T = - \ Log ( ) + C , (4-72)
where
c = Log /_____  %_____
\  c * r r ,/2 -  C o s©
and o4 which is defined by equation (4*29) is a constant for a
particular material at a given temperature.
Fig. k ’ l k  shows the variation in the retardation factor
with changes in the pore-grain area fraction Ap/Ag plotted on a
log 10 - log 10 scale. In this figure the three curves represent
? 2 ppores of areas Ap = 0*1 j -*~m , 1 * 0 and 10jxm*- respectively. The
-3 -2parameter ol is fixed at 10 yu.m . Variations in the area of the 
pore relative to the size of the grain may be considered as being 
due to the shrinkage of the grain to which pores of constant area 
remain attached during the migration of the boundary. Thus as the 
grain shrinks the pore-grain area fraction increases.
It is clear from Fig. ^*1^ that for a given area fraction 
Ap/Ag, the larger the pore the greater will be the retardation
produced upon the boundary. It is also possible to deduce from 
the curves shown in this figure that for the same area of grain, 
the retardation factor T1 decreases with increasing pore size.
Fig. k * l k  shows that the drag produced on the boundary is not 
merely a magnification factor. For if* this were so, T would 
remain unaltered by changes in the sizes of the pore and grain 
such that the ratio Ap/Ag stays constant.
When a small pore is placed on the boundary of a 
relatively large grain its introduction causes only a minor alter­
ation in the shape of the system. Thus there is only a marginal 
increase in the radius of curvature of the boundary which from 
equation (2*V?) results in only a small amount of retardation in 
its motion. From equations (-69) and (2*V?) is seen to be the
ratio of the radii of curvature of the porous and pore free system 
and is thus a measure of theanount of distortion produced by the 
pores upon the cylindrical grain. When Ap/Ag is small p is 
approximately equal to unity as there is little difference between 
the velocities of the two systems. Therefore when Ag is very much 
greater than Ap the motion of the porous boundary is approximately 
that of a cylindrical grain of the same size. The velocity with
which this boundary migrates is given by equation (4*68) where from
i/-
the geometry of the configuration go = TT . Thus 
V  Tr'/xH a T 3 •
3 Ag1 /2  ( 4 - 7 3 )
From this equation it is- clear that the velocity of the boundary 
increases with decreasing grain area. When Ap/Ag is small, minor
reductions in the value of Log (Ap/Ag) represent large changes 
in the radius of curvature of the grain. In such a situation the 
small pore is dragged along with the migrating boundary. It thus 
has only a minimal influence in the boundary’s motion. Thus the 
mechanism controlling the motion of the combined pore boundary 
system is the rate at which atoms are able to transfer across the 
boundary. As the grain shrinks in size the migration velocity of 
its boundaries increases. Thus pores attached to these boundaries 
will also be required to move more rapidly. This is achieved by 
lowering the angle nj; • As a result of which the length of the 
pore’s surface is decreased for a constant pore area Fig. *f*ll. 
Additionally the shape of the pores'becomes less symmetric in the 
plane of the boundary. With this increasing asymmetry there is an 
increase in the potential to drive atoms around the surface. These 
effects combine to produce an increase in the velocity with which 
the pore can migrate.
As the size of the pore increases relative to that of the 
shrinking grain the value of p decreases. Such a decrease represents 
the gradual divergence in the shapes of the porous and pore free 
systems. The pore progressively takes up more of the grain's 
boundary and in doing so reduces the area of contact between adjacent 
grains. Surface diffusion thus plays a gradually more important role 
in transferring atoms fr.om the cylindrical grain to the adjoining one 
in order to facilitate growth. Thus as the area of the grain 
continues to shrink the rate at which atoms diffuse around the pore’s 
surface becomes more important in determining the speed of grain 
growth. Finally surface diffusion takes over the role of the rate
controlling mechanism.
In the region where surface diffusion governs grain growth 
the shape of the pore determines the rate at which the adjoining 
boundaries migrate. This shape is in turn governed by the angle 
for a given pore size in a specific material. With decreasing grain 
area there is an increase in the velocity of the porous boundaries 
and hence a lessening in the resistance of the pore to motion. This 
lower resistance is reflected in small reductions in the angle op 
These minor alterations in ^  produce accompanying small changes 
in the dimensionless factor g which' is defined in equation (4*^1) as 
a function of the angles © and . Thus where surface diffusion
dominates growth, changes in the pore grain area fraction Ap/Ag 
result in only small variations ih g. The log T curve found from 
(^*72) takes on a linear form in this region as g and hence c 
(defined in equation 4*72 ) are approximately constant for vari­
ations in log (Ap/Ag). On the other hand when grain boundary mobility 
dominates growth the pore is dragged along by the migrating boundary. 
Where this occurs both ^  and hence g change more rapidly in response 
to variations in Ap/Ag. From (^ -*72 ) c is no longer approximately 
constant and consequently log T' is no longer linear in this region.
In summary, the grain gradually shrinks in size by a com­
bination of atoms migrating across the boundary and diffusing along 
the pore's surface, the dominant mechanism being dependent on the 
relative size of the pore and grain in a particular configuration.
When the pore is small the rate controlling mechanism for grain 
growth is atomic transfer across the boundary. As grain growth
continues the transfer of atoms around the surface of the pore 
gradually increases in importance until surface diffusion becomes 
the mechanism controlling the rate of growth.
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4:3:2:3 Influence of Temperature
From equation ( V 70) it can be seen that for a given 
arrangement of grains the retardation factor T is inversely 
proportional to the temperature dependent parameter c* . This 
parameter reflects the relative mobilities of the grain boundaries 
and pore surfaces in a given material at a temperature T. The 
temperature dependence of oL can be seen by substituting into 
equation (^*29) the expressions for the coefficients of surface 
diffusion
- Qs/RT
Ds = Do 
and grain boundary mobility (2**f6)
- Qm/RT 
Mg = Mo ,
to give
(Qs - Qm)/RT
d (T) = c<0 T
(4-7^)
In this equation oU is a temperature independent constant given 
by
o(o = a k Mo
■SoS^-a ‘ (V75)
To determine the value of c< and hence a measure of the relative 
mobilities of the pore and grain boundary it is necessary to obtain 
values for the activation energies of surface diffusion Qs and grain 
boundary mobility Qm.
For UO2 the value of Qs has been found by Reynolds (1967)
to have the following value
Qs = 3 ^ 105 J MOL , (^.76)
Several experimental studies of isothermal grain growth in UC^ 
have been made in attempts to determine the value of the activation 
energy for grain growth. In these studies, measured grain size 
data is fitted to the growth equation (discussed in section 1*2)
D(t)n - D(o)n = kt ,
or some variant of this obtained from a rate relationship of the 
form
*5 oC i  .
dt D
In the above equation k is a temperature dependent constant for a 
particular material given by
-q s / r t
k = ko e  . (^-77)
At least two experimental factors, the pre-exponential temperature 
independent coefficient ko and the activation energy Qg, have been 
determined. Thus the value obtained for Qg in these studies and called 
the activation energy for grain growth does not correspond exactly 
to that used in equation (2-46) and hence to the theoretical quantity 
derived by Burke and Turnbull (1932). However, in order to obtain 
the approximate form of the variation in c< with changes in temper­
ature, it is possible to assume that the experimentally determined 
values of Qg and the theoretical value of the activation energy Qm 
are roughly of the same order of magnitude. A list of some of these 
experimentally obtained values together with the principal features
of the experiments are given in Table 2. From these it is clear 
that there is a wide scatter in the experimentally obtained values 
but the majority are however of the same order of magnitude. To 
show the trend in c< with changes in temperature, the value of 
the activation energy determined by Ainscough et al (1973) is 
substituted into equation (4*74) together with the activation 
energy for surface diffusion (4-76) to give
2«33 x 105/RT 
(T)— # (4*78)
The general trend in o< (T) can be seen by plotting c< (T)/ c<0 
against temperature, Fig. 4*13. In this plot the value of o( ( t ) 
is shown to decrease with increasing temperature. From equation 
(4*29) this can be seen to result from the relative magnitudes of 
the grain boundary mobility Mg and the coefficient of surface 
diffusion Ds. As the temperature of the material increases both 
Mg and Ds increase in value but Ds does so at a greater rate. Hence 
the ratio Mg/Ds decreases. This implies that relative to the 
mobility of the grain boundary the pore is less mobile at lower 
temperatures than at higher ones. Thus at the lower end of the 
temperature range the mobility of atoms in the pore will be a more 
important factor in governing the motion of the porous boundary than 
the transfer of atoms across the boundaries. At higher temperatures 
this mobility will become less important as Ds increases rapidly with 
increasing temperature. At higher temperatures the situation is 
reversed and the mobility of the boundary will become the controlling 
factor in the motion of the pore grain system. The rate at which 
atoms can transfer across the boundary is now the rate controlling 
process. This implies that at higher temperatures the pore becomes
progressively more mobile relative to the grain boundary and thus 
it may less readily be detached.
The effect temperature produces on the motion of grain 
boundaries containing pores will now be examined for the configur­
ation introduced in the previous 'section. Fig. 4*l6 illustrates 
the variation in the ratio T with Ap/Ag for selected values of
o( plotted on a log 10 - log 10 scale. Each curve in this figure
2
represents a pore of area Ap = l#0yu-m . It can be seen from these 
curves that for a given value of Ap/Ag the ratio T decreases with 
increasing values of c< . This may be explained by relating the 
change in c< to temperature. From equation (4*78) a constant value 
of o( implies a constant temperature in a specific material.
Fig. 4*13 shows that as the temperature of the system increases the 
value of cA decreases. Thus the higher cA value curves correspond 
to the low temperature pore-grain systems where surface diffusion is 
the rate controlling mechanism. For low o( values the temperature 
of the system is high and trans boundary migration takes over this 
role.
It has been previously mentioned in this section that the 
experimental values of the activation energy Qg (defined by equation 
(4-77)) and the theoretical quantity Qm (defined by equation (2*46)) 
are not identical. For this reason it is not possible to obtain 
accurately the temperature dependence of Mg and hence from (4*29) the 
temperature dependence of cA • However, an approximate value of Mg 
corresponding to a temperature T may be obtained by integrating 
equation (2-43) and estimating the change in the radius of curvature 
R<j of a grain boundary in a given period of time. This value of 
Mg may then be substituted into equation (4*29) to provide an order of
magnitude estimate for the value of cA corresponding to the temperature 
in a specific material. For example, in UO2 at l800°C, a cylindrical
■2.
grain of radius 10 j*- m which takes an hour to shrink to a vanishing
3 -2point would have an cA value of approximately 10 j - m
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b:J>:2:b Influence of Pore Density
In this section the effect of pore density on the migration 
of porous grain boundaries is examined. Lenticular pores of uniform 
size are evenly distributed around the circumference' of a cylindrical
k 2
grain of cross-sectional area 10 yu, m . The variation in the
retardation factor T1 (defined by equation b'G*)) v/ith the number of
pores surrounding this grain is shown by the solid lines in Fig. 4*17
2
for four specific pore sizes 0*5» 1*0, 5*0 and 10 yxm . From these 
curves it can be seen that the velocity of migration of a porous 
boundary decreases v/ith increasing pore density. It is also clear 
that as the size of the individual pores increases the retardation 
produced becomes more marked for smaller numbers of pores.
The continual addition of pores to the boundary results in 
the area of contact between grains gradually diminishing. Eventually 
a critical density will be reached when the corners of the pores will 
come into contact allowing the pores to coalesce to form a continuous 
ring of porosity around the grain. The number of pores at which the 
curves in Fig. 4*17 are terminated represent points where the addition 
of one more pore v/ould allow such connections to be made.
The production of the ring of porosity around the cylindrical 
grain is analogous to the formation of tunnels along the edges of 
grains in irradiated UC^* During the irradiation of this material 
fission gas atoms generated v/ithin the bulk of grains diffuse to the 
boundary where they precipitate into lenticular gas filled pores.
This process continues during irradiation gradually increasing the 
concentration of boundary pores. Eventually the density of those 
located on grain edges will become large enough for them to overlap
and coalesce forming tunnels (Tucker 1980).
An alternative treatment of boundary porosity using the
cylindrical grain is to keep the total volume of porosity constant.
This porosity is then divided evenly amongst N isolated pores which
are again uniformly spaced on the grain edge. Calculations for tv/o
specific volumes for the total porosity 'are considered; these have
2 2cross sectional areas of 100 ^ imn and 250yunm which represent V/o 
and 2*5?o respectively of the volume of the cylindrical grain. The 
long broken lines in Fig. 4*17 represent the variation in T with 
changes in pore number for these tv/o volumes. Thus v/hen the number 
of pores is small the size of the individual pores is relatively 
large. As they become more numerous their size decreases and there 
is an increase in the velocity of migration of the porous boundary. 
Thus for the same mmount of porosity a few large pores produce more 
retardation on a grain boundary than do many small pores.
Finally it can be seen from the curves in Fig. k mV? that 
grain growth cannot be completely prevented by the presence of pores 
on the boundary even when the pore density is so great that their 
corners touch and they coalesce. This result corresponds to the 
experimental observation that pores cannot pin a grain boundary.
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4:3i2:5 Influence of Dihedral Angle
Around the edge of a cylindrical grain of cross sectional
U 2
area 10 yxm N lenticular pores are evenly distributed. Each
2pore has a semi dihedral angle 9 and is 1 jj.m in cross sectional . 
area. The effect produced upon boundary migration has been 
examined for three values of 9: these are 30*0°, 70*0° and 89*9°.
The curve for 90° is unobtainable. This value of © implies that 
the surface energy of the grain boundary 7g is zero and therefore 
that the boundary exerts no force on the pore. The effects changes 
in © have upon the boundary retardation T for various numbers of 
pores are shown in Fig. 4«l8. This diagram illustrates that 
boundary retardation increases with decreasing values of G for a 
fixed volume of porosity distributed in a specific way. Addition­
ally with increasing numbers of pores the curves gradually diverge.
From equation (*f*29) this quantity is proportional to the ratio 
Mg/Ds Ss . Hence the ratio will be approximately equal for all 
materials represented by a given value of 9. However, minor 
variations will arise from the different values of atomic volume S L  
and surface layer thickness %s • By fixing this ratio any change 
in the retardation of the boundary will be due to geometrical changes 
within the system rather than to differences arising from material 
composition.
specific manner around a grain boundary a reduction in the angle © 
produces an elongation of the individual pores. More atoms must then 
be transferred a greater distance to move the pore forward. Hence 
its resistance to motion increases with decreasing values of ©.
These curves correspond to an cA
Where a given amount of porosity is distributed in a
In addition a larger fraction of the boundary becomes occupied by 
pores reducing the area of contact between grains through which 
trans-boundary migration can occur. Thus for a given volume of 
porosity, as G decreases surface diffusion becomes increasingly 
important in controlling the rate of migration of the porous 
boundary. Additionally for a given volume of porosity the onset 
of this regime occurs for lower pore concentrations with decreasing 
values of 9.
From equation (2*V?) it can be seen that when Y g  is very 
small the driving force for boundary migration is weak. Hence the 
velocity of migration will be small. When pores are present on such 
a boundary © will approach 90° and the pores decrease this velocity 
towards zero.
Finally the number of pores at which these curves terminate 
are reduced for lower values of ©. Thus for progressively smaller 
9 angles fewer pores can exist on the grain boundary before their 
corners touch causing them to coalesce forming tunnels.
oo
oo
_ i
-2
6 = 7 0 - 0
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o 100 N 200
Fig. 4*18. Variation in the ratio of velocities V with the 
number of equally sized pores N uniformly distributed around 
a cylindrical grain.
k:3:2:6 Implications for Grain Growth
In this section grain growth in porous systems will be 
examined employing the quasi rigid body model for pore motion.
The presence of pores on grain boundaries has been 
shown to produce a retardation in their velocity. In consequence 
there is a decrease in the rate of growth or shrinkage of grains 
to which the pores are attached. The role pore induced grain 
boundary drag plays in grain growth will now be examined for the 
case of the cylindrical grain. For the relative pore-grain sizes 
considered in this section the loss of atoms from the grain due to 
surface diffusion is considered negligible compared with the loss 
of atoms by transboundary diffusion.
Applying the factors governing grain growth as given by 
von Neumann to a porous cylindrical grain having n equally sized 
and spaced lenticular pores on its boundary, one obtains a rate 
for grain growth given by
* where W  g is the angular aperture of the grain boundary between 
the pores. As the area of the grains shrinks with the loss of 
atoms across the boundary the angle <a>g will be continuously changing. 
The value of &>g thus depends on the size and arrangement of the 
pores in a particular configuration. From the geometry of. this 
configuration the angle subtending the arc of curvature is found to 
be
Where the size and number of pores is fixed, it can be 
seen that the only variable in the system is the size of the grain.
dAg
dt
N Mg Ygi
The area of the grain can thus be seen to determine the value of 
*\p and hence from equation (^*82) the value of in such a 
system. Thus when N, Ap and are constants equation (^*82) may 
be written in the following form
Ag(t)
I i cLA 0%t = t" - to = —
{>^ 3 . / I \  (Ao )
■Ag(to) 5 i (4-83)
This enables the time taken for a given change in the area of a 
porous cylindrical grain to be determined. As the explicit form 
of Co)g as a function of Ag is difficult to obtain and has a 
complicated form which is not readily integrable analytically, an 
iterative procedure for the solution of this integral is adopted. 
In this the pore is assumed to move as a rigid body in a time St. 
During this motion the angle subtending the arc of curvature of the 
grain boundaries remains constant. The rate of change of area thus 
also remains constant during the time interval St and is given by 
equation (^*83). From this equation the time interval in which a 
given grain shrinks from area Ag at time t \ to an area As at time
t ^ can be written
  ,
n<i>g(ti)Yg Mg (4-84)
where ^g(t^) is the angle subtending the grain boundary at time t 
and
SAg = Ag(t.) - Ag( ) # ■
By taking values of SAg which are small compared to Ag(t^) a good 
approximation to the case where <^g changes continuously with time
can be obtained. Thus the interval given by equation (4*8*+) may 
be approximated by an iterative procedure using the following 
equation,
N
SAg Y  1St = b*-N o
n y g M g  ' L  cogUj) ’
7=1
(4*83)
where is a constant for each step in the calculation.
The size of change in grain area SAg lost from the grain 
in each step must be adjusted so that during any step it is small 
compared to the size of the grain. This may be accomplished by 
making SAg a fixed fraction -l/P of the grain area at' the beginning 
of each step. Hence equation (4*8.5) may be rewritten
s t  =  J  i  A s ( t i )
i=0 “ gCtp
(4-86)
Substituting the value obtained for g from equation (4*82) into 
this equation one obtains
N
St =
i V  rr  TvTrr 1PTiYgMg /gt + - |)tT
1-° \ n  / (4-87)
A trial value of P is used and a curve for the variation in grain 
area with time obtained. Successive values of P are then tried 
until the curves are found to converge. It is then considered 
that the step size is small enough to ensure a good fit to the 
integral given in equation (^*83).
Fig. 4*19 shows the growth pattern for a cylindrical
4 2 2grain having an initial area of 10 y-Mn with four, pores l^tm in
area attached to its boundary. For comparison, the broken line 
Fig. 4*19 also shov/s the rate of change of the area of a pore free 
cylinder having the sane initial area. From consideration of the 
factors governing growth in columnar grains this is found to be 
given by
■ H2, = -z T r  M g  Y s  •at (4-88)
Hence on the scale used in Fig. 4*19 the gradient of this curve is 
-ITT . As the size of the pores becomes negligible relative to 
the size of the grain, the curve representing grain area changes 
with time in this system tends asymptotically to that of the pore 
free system, as would be expected.
It can be seen from Fig. 4*19 that as the growth time 
increases the discrepancy between the two curves also increases, the 
retardation produced by the pores on the grain boundary being 
cumulative in effect. As time progresses the pores having constant 
area increase in size relative to the size of the shrinking grain.
Consequently the drag produced on the grain boundaries also increases,
Thus the rate at which the grain shrinks decreases with the increase
in the life time of the grain.
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^:3:3 Bimodular Structures with Pores 
4 :3:3:1 Introduction
In this section a somewhat more complicated configuration 
of grains will be examined, that of the bimodal (8, 8, 4) structure 
Fig. 2*10(a) introduced•in Chapter 2. This configuration, unlike 
the cylindrical grain, provides sites for both the edge 'ana corner 
pores examined in sections k : 2 : 3  and b : 2 : h respectively. Thus this 
configuration represents a more realistic model of porous poly­
crystals. Pores are situated at the edges Fig. 4*20 and corners 
Fig. 4-*21 of the migrating boundaries, and the effect each produces 
upon the motion of these interfaces is examined in turn. The results 
thus obtained are then compared v/ith each other to ascertain which 
of the two sites provides the greatest effect on grain growth for a 
given amount of porosity.
*f:3:3:2 Edge Pores
In the first porous arrangement to be considered the 
curvilinear four sided grain has a lenticular pore attached to the 
centre of each edge. All the pores are equal in size.
The requirement that surface tension forces balance at 
grain corners determines the angle 7 T / 6  which the grain boundary 
subtends in the pore free four sided grain. Thus this angle is 
independent of grain size. From the geometry of the configuration 
the area of this grain is found to be
(^•89)
Hence from equation (^*67) go* as a constant equal to the tern 
contained within the brackets.
When lenticular pores of area Ap are present at the 
centre of each boundary (Fig. 4.20) of this grain its area is given 
by
+  16 JT R g S S i N G 0 4(TTSiN[c^ i]-hR^<b ; w ^ | S i NcOs
(4*90)
where —  J_ f —  TV —  ^  j 9
and =. —  S>In ^ ^
The remaining parameters have the meanings given in section 4:2:3* 
Balancing grain boundary tension at the corner of this grain results
in the grain boundary subtending an angle of
c<0>o =  ^  - J L  TT .
Again as in section 4:2:3 it is convenient to use the area of the 
grain Ag rather than the angle ^  as a parameter to specify the
shape of the system. To solve equation (4-90) for ^  an
iterative procedure was adopted.
As in the case of the cylindrical grain, the retardation
of the boundaries T  can be determined by equation
Figure b ’ 22 (broken lines) illustrates the variation in this
quantity for changes in the ratio of the areas An/kg for pores of
constant area. In this figure the four dotted curves illustrate
2the behaviour of the system for two pore sizes Ap = 1 pm
2 3  -2 3 “*2and 10 pm and two c< values ICT pm and 5 x 1C pm . These
curves are similar to those produced by edge pores on a cylindrical
grain. Increasing the temperature of the system i.e. decreasing o(
produces a more mobile pore grain combination. "When c< is constant
the rate of migration of the porous grain boundary decreases with
increasing pore size. Again as in the case of the cylindrical porous
grain the curves are linear when surface diffusion becomes the
dominant transport mechanism governing grain growth.
^ • 3 - 3 - 3 Corner Pores
The edge pores are now replaced in this configuration by 
symmetric corner pores. From the geometry of the resulting configur­
ation Fig. ^*21 the area of the grain is given by
A 3 =  l ( ^ + i ^ H T l ) R3 n i r T l R 3Si" ( T ) Si" ( r )
+  •Z-T'F ( 2- - Q a ) ,
( M l )
where the variables have the same meanings as in sections k : 2 : k  
and k :J> :3 :2 . The angle subtended by the grain boundary is found to 
be
^ 3  =  ^  ~  \  •
From equations (Vf-9) and ( k mS3) f'\~. and Rg are functions of the
configurational variables describing the system. The angle
is determined using an iterative procedure.
Again as in the case of the edge pore the variation in
the retardation factor T is obtained from equation ( V 70) where g
now refers to the value given by equation (4*65). The variation in 
Log T is plotted against change in Log (Ap/Ag) Fig. b m22 and is 
shown by the solid lines. The same parameters which were used for 
the edge pore have been used in this case. Thus a comparison may be 
made between them. These curves have a similar form to those of the 
edge pore in both the cylindrical and bimodal configurations so far 
examined.
b : 3 : 3 : b  Comparison of Edge and Corner Pores
It can be seen by comparing the curves in Fig. k . 2 2 for 
equal values of Ag, Ap and o( that the retardation produced by the • 
corner pore on boundary migration is less than that produced by 
the edge pore configuration. This effect may further be demonstrated 
by the ratio Tee the retardation factors
(^•92)
Taking the area of the grains to be equal for both configurations 
this-may be written using equation (^.69)
Figure b*23 shows the variation of this ratio with Log 1C (Ap/Ag).
It is found that for systems 'where Ag, Ap and c\ are equal in both 
configurations Tee is greater than unity. Thus the grains contain­
ing only corner pores shrink at a greater rate than those with only 
edge pores present. In addition the difference between the rates 
of migration increases with increasing pore size and with decreasing 
temperature. These differences become more marked as the size of the 
grain decreases for a given sized pore and c< value.
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Fig. 4*21
Figs. 4*20 and 4*21. Details of the arrangement of pores on 
the edges and corners respectively of a four sided grain in 
the (8,8,4) configuration from class [l 1 2}.
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Fig* 4« 22. Variation in the velocity ratio T  with pore grain area
fraction Ap/Ag for edge and corner pores located on the boundary of a
4- 2four sided curvilinear grain lCF^m in area. The grain is in the (8,8,4) 
configuration from the [l 1 2j class.
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Fig. 4*23# Variation in the ratio Tee =T c /T e with the pore grain 
area fraction Ap/Ag for pores located on the boundary of an edge 
grain in the (8,8,4) configuration from the class {l 1 2}.
^:3:3:3 Combined Effects of Edge and Corner Pores
Hitherto in this section an examination has been made into 
the retardation of boundary motion produced by either edge or corner 
pores in a specific configuration. However both types of pore may 
be present together around the same grain within a porous polycrystal. 
In such a system the chemical potentials of its components will in 
general be different. Hence a potential exists to drive diffusive 
fluxes between them. There are two mechanisms by which such fluxes 
can operate between a pore and its adjacent grain boundary. These 
are diffusion along the boundary and volume diffusion through the 
bulk of the adjacent grains. Depending on the relative rates at which 
these two processes occur one will normally be dominant. Also as their 
diffusion coefficients will have different activation energies the 
relative importance of the two processes will be temperature dependent.
In this section the situation is examined where grain boundary 
diffusion is assumed dominant. For a system consisting of an edge and 
corner pore separated by a section of grain boundary , there are then 
in principle four ways in which diffusion can take place. .If the 
atomic chemical potential of the edge pore, corner pore and separating 
boundary are respectively yae , and then
(i) When yue < yw. B and < J*- b vacancies diffuse from the edge 
and corner pores to the adjacent grain boundary where they are 
deposited. In this case the pores will sinter with the result that 
the total volume of the polycrystal is diminished.
(ii) Whenyug > jjl e and yM-c>y-*-B vacancies diffuse from the boundary 
to the adjoining pores causing both of them to grow. Such a situation 
may arise when the grain boundary is subjected to a tensile stress
perpendicular to its plane. In this case vacancies produced on 
the boundary will migrate to adjacent pores.
(iii) V.hen j j. e <yxc vacancies diffuse from the edge pore 
to the grain boundary and from the boundary to the corner pore.
Hence the edge pore will sinter while the corner pore grows.
(iv) Whenyxe>y°LEj'> the fl°w pattern, described in (iii) is 
reversed and the direction of vacancy flow is away from the corner 
pore towards the edge pore.
In all four cases the pores readjust their sizes in order 
to minimise the total free energy of the system. A full analysis of 
these four situations requires the determination of two factors. 
These are the rate at which vacancies are produced or deposited on 
the grain boundary, and secondly the chemical potential along the 
boundary. The determination of these factors is outside the scope 
of the present model where grain boundaries are assumed to have 
uniform curvature and structure.
However, a restricted analysis of cases (iii) and (iv) is 
possible using the models for pore motion developed in previous 
sections of this chapter. In the following analysis there is 
assumed to be no absorption or generation of vacancies by the 
boundary between the pores, i.e. the vacancy flux leaving one pore 
equals .the vacancy flux entering the other. Thus the total volume 
of porosity within the system remains constant. This situation 
corresponds to Oswald ripening of the pores.
If there is to be no net.accumulation of matter at the 
corners of a pore moving by surface diffusion, then the net atomic
flux is given by
j B = - ( j ,  -  j j . )  I ( V S * )
where i( end j are the fluxes of atoms diffusing around the 
trailing and leading surfaces of the pore respectively. This, 
flux of atoms must be balanced by an equal vacancy flux 
arriving at the corner which is given by
<76 j L k T  ^
( V 95)
where _fx , k and T are the atomic volume, Boltzmann’s constant 
and temperature respectively. In this equation is the thick­
ness of the grain boundary and Dg the coefficient of grain boundary 
diffusion. To demonstrate the relative strengths of surface and 
grain boundary diffusion the coefficients of diffusion of these 
two processes may be compared in a specific porous material, such 
as UO^- Reynolds and Burton (1979) found the coefficient of grain 
boundary diffusion in UO^ in the temperature range T = 1323K to 
1973K to be
-■■( 2-3*1 X | 0 5/ R  I 1
x> zz 1-3*  X IO6 6  Crrt-S')B
( V 96)
The coefficient of surface diffusion D in UCL obtained by Reynolds
S C-
(I967) in the temperature range 1723K to 1923K has previously been 
given in equation (^*43). Figure shows the variation in the
^  f
ratio D /D for UO for changes in temperature over the range for 
S B  2 B
v/hich data is available. From this figure it can be seen that 
this ratio is of the order of unity at the lower end of the 
temperature range. Equations (4*43)- and (4*96) show that while 
both D and D increase with increasing temperature, D does so
S & S
more rapidly. The effect changes in the coefficients of diffusion 
have upon the diffusional fluxes can be seen by substituting 
equations (4*3) and (4*93) into (4*94) and rearranging to give
Extrapolating the curve shown in Fig. 4*24 to temperatures in 
excess of 2000K one finds that Ds becomes very much greater than 
Dg. Hence from equation (4*97) as long as Vyu. g is not large 
compared v.ith (as ^  would be when the polycrystal
is under hot pressing) then
Thus there is little change in the size of a pore due to boundary 
diffusion. Eov/ever, it is clear from Fig. 4*24 that in the temper­
ature range 1723K to 2000K boundary diffusion will normally occur.
produce on the motion of a grain boundary is here examined for the 
(8, 8, 4) configuration of grains. In this configuration the -pores 
are arranged in the manner ahown in Fig. 4*23 at the centre of the 
grain boundary and at the corners of the four sided grain. All the 
edge pores are of equal size as are all the corner pores.
Ds = ± V/^b
D b
(4*97)
The effects which the presence of both types of pore
Given the area of the grain and pores the direction of the
vacancy flux between the pores and the retardation they produce
on boundary migration was calculated in the following manner. A
trial value 1 of the angle aj/ (Fig. Vl) was selected for the
edge pores. From equations (A*32), and ( V 38) the mean
curvature of the surfaces of these pores was determined together
with the velocity with which the pores will move by_surface
diffusion. The boundary condition (equation (A*2)) that a pore
remains in contact with the adjacent migrating grain boundary was
/
then used to determine the radius of curvature of this boundary
corresponding to the area of the pore Ae for given values of o< ,
6 and i' • A trial value 'vj; of the angle ^  (Fig. V5) was then
selected for the corner pore and the above procedure applied using
the equations from section k : 2 : k appropriate to this pore configur-
//
ation. The radius of curvature Kg of the boundary adjacent to this
pore was thus determined for given values of corner pore area Ac,o<,© and
/ //
The two radii of curvature Kg and Kg obtained for the edge and
corner pores, respectively were then compared to see if they coincided
within a certain limit. If they did not an iterative method was then
used to obtain different trial angles ^ " for the corner pore until
this condition was satisfied. Once such a radius was found the
/
geometry of the configuration enabled the area of the grain Ag to
be determined. An additional iterative procedure was then used to
vary the trial value of for the edge pore and the above procedure
/
was repeated until the area of the grain Ag was within a given limit 
of the required value of Ag. The retardation factor T defined by 
equation (^*69) corresponding to this particular set of configurational 
variables Ag, Ae, Ac, and 8 was then determined.
In the course of the above calculations the atorric 
chemical potential J+- at the corners of the two pores at either 
end of the boundary was also determined. The boundary was, as 
mentioned before, assumed not to generate or absorb vacancies so 
that the flux leaving one pore equalled that entering the other.
The gradient in the chemical potential between the edge 
and corner pores was calculated on the assumption that the potential 
varied linearly along the length of the boundary. The vacancy flux 
was then given by
• S b  3 ) 8
U  = _fL Jfc T OOa R«
(^98)
where Gtfg is the angle subtended by the boundary with a radius of 
curvature and A i s  the difference in'the atomic chemical
potentials between the corners of the two pores.
Calculations were performed for various sizes of the four 
sided grain with different amounts of porosity distributed around 
it in the manner shown in Fig. A*2 5. It was found that the vacancy 
flux was always away from the edge pore and towards the corner pore. 
Thus the corner pore would grow at the expense of the shrinking edge 
pore. This finding conforms to Smith's (1964) comment that it is 
always energetically favourable to. have second phase particles located 
at the corner of a grain rather than elsewhere as they eliminate the . 
greatest area of grain boundary.
The solid line in Fig. 4*26 shows the change in the. internal 
energy Ey accompanying various distributions of porosity at the 
corner and edge sites on a grain |o yxvn. in cross-sectional area.
The total area of an edge and corner pore combination was kept 
constant at I . The internal energy Ey of the configuration
was calculated for a square cell 10 yU-m, in area centred on the 
four sided curvilinear grain. The maximumvalue of was found
to occur when only edge pores were present while the minimum 
energy was found when all the porosity was concentrated at corner 
pores. Hence the flow of vacancies occurred in a direction which 
minimised the interfacial energy of the system. Fig. 4*26 also shows 
that the retardation on the motion of the boundary (represented by 
the broken line ) is at a maximum when all the porosity is concentrated 
at the centre of the grain edge. As more of this porosity is trans­
ferred to the corner pore the velocity of migration o'f the grain 
boundary increases which is reflected in the increased value of T.
Finally it was found that for a given distribution of 
porosity that the smaller the grain around which this porosity was 
located the larger was the vacancy flux from the edge to the corner 
pore. This result implies that Oswald ripening is enhanced by the 
shrinkage of the four sided grain and hence by the growth of the 
neighbouring eight sided grains.
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Pig. 4*24. Variation in the ratio of surface diffusion Ds to grain 
boundary diffusion Dg with temperature in TJ02#
Pig. 4*25. Arrangement of edge and corner pores on a 
four sided edge grain in the (8,8,4) configuration from 
the { 1 1 2 }  class.
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Fig. 4*26. Variation in the interfacial energy Ey (solid line) and
grain boundary retardation T ( broken line) for the (8,8,4) configuration
with both edge and comer pores present with the area of a corner pore
2
Ac. The total area of one pair of edge and corner pores is l*Oyum and 
the area of the four sided curvilinear grain is lo4^im2^
k :A Discussion
In this chapter a model of grain grov/th in which pores 
are attached to grain boundaries has been develoj3ed. Despite the 
simplifying assumption that the interfaces within the porous 
polycrystal have uniform curvature, reasonable results for the 
variations in the velocity of the pores with changes in size, 
shape and temperature have been obtained.
Additionally there is good agreement between these results 
and those of a recent study by Hsueh et al (1982) for an edge pore 
on a boundary, which does not contain this particular assumption. Their 
work shows that for a given angle corresponding to the angle ^  (Fig. *f.l) 
used in this study the velocity of a pore decreases with decreasing 
values of 0. This velocity tends towards.zero as ^  tends'toward TT/3L.
These results show a qualitative agreement with those presented 
in Fig. hak. Hence the quasi rigid body model used in this chapter 
would appear to provide a satisfactory description of pore motion. 
However, the use of variable curvature in describing the geometry of 
the pore and grain interfaces does enable the process of pore 
detachment to be examined. The geometrical shapes involved in this 
operation are analogous to those of a liquid droplet separating from 
a capillary tube under the action of gravity.
The columnar structures examined in this chapter may be 
considered to be a thin.section through a three dimensional porous 
polycrystal. Pores extend through the whole thickness of this layer, 
but may not extend all the way across a grain face Fig. V27* There­
fore in this layer the ratio of the surface area of the pore to that 
of the grain boundary is larger than in the grain as a whole. Thus
the retardation produced on the rrotion of a grain surface may in 
reality be somewhat less than that predicted by this columnar 
model, however, the corner -pores might represent grain edge tunnels 
in a three dimensional structure in which case the calculated retard­
ation would be more representative of reality.
Establishing accurately the velocity of boundary migration 
is complicated by the uncertainty in determining experimentally 
values for the mobility Eg used in equation (2«V?)# This may be 
accounted for by several factors.
(i) That there is no simple relationship between the radius
of curvature Eg of a boundary and the average diameter of the grains 
present as assumed by Burke'and Turnbull (1952).
(ii) The equations obtained using the above assumption do not 
take into account porosity or the presence of solid inclusions 
within a polycrystal. Both of these would alter the rate of grain 
growth.
(iii) The mobility Mg is assumed to be constant for all points 
on the boundaries within the polycrystal. In reality the width of 
the boundaries and the activation energy Qra may vary from point to 
point due to changes in the structure and composition of the inter­
faces.
Point (ii) has been accounted for in part in equation 
(1*6) which includes an upper limit on the size of grains due to ' 
the retarding effect of pores and solid inclusions on grain growth. 
Using this equation Ainscough et al (1973) reinterpreted the results 
of McEwen (1962), Hausner (1963) and Stehle (1966) and compared these 
with their own. They still found a wide variation in the value
obtained for the constant k in this equation ranging frcrr 0*731
-i. | - 1 5 a. | - 1
A  to 3*73 ^ 10 yM-'m k . The equation to which this 
data was fitted suffers from objection (i) above and also in that 
it does not distinguish between pores and solid inclusions which 
produce different effects on grain growth. Solid inclusions produce 
retardation on grain boundary notion and may also completely prevent 
the movement of the interfaces while pores merely retard this motion. 
Amato (1966) surveyed several published values of the activation 
energy Qg and commented that owing to the large generality of the 
procedure whereby at least two experimental factors, the athermal 
pre-exponential coefficient t™ and the activation energy Qg, were 
derived,- any set of data could be represented in this wray. Thus 
he concludes that because of the large scatter in the published 
figures of the athermal constants which cannot be theoretically 
justified, this renders the activation energy Qg also quite unreliable. 
In view of these criticisms it has only been possible to obtain rough 
estimates for the values of the grain boundary mobility Kg and the 
temperature dependent parameter .
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(i) A cubic grain- containing pores at the centre of each of the 
grain faces. The broken lines show the position of a thin 
section through the structure.
i__  ✓
(ii) Detailed view of a thin section through the cubic grain (i) 
shows the local columnar structure of the pores and grain.
Fig. 4*2.7
CHAPTER FIV 2
General Discussion and Conclusions
5:1 Summary
In'the introductory section of Chapter 2 the conditions 
under which polycrystals may be modelled by cellular capillary 
systems were outlined, together with equations governing the shape 
of grains within such systems. In the following section a method 
for generating trimodular, bimodular and unimodular cell structures 
based on an array of unit cells was developed. In addition a simple 
method of classifying configurations of this type was introduced.
Two particular classes of structures based on networks of hexagonal 
and square unit cells were examined in detail. -
In section 2:2:3 general topological relationships were 
derived which are satisfied by plane nets having one or two degrees 
of connectivity such as the structures examined in this chapter.
The topological configurations based on hexagonal and square unit 
cells were then used in section 2*3 to produce quasi random 
distributions of grains containing trimodular, bimodular and uni­
modular grain shapes and sizes. This was achieved by associating 
an area with the unit cell and hence the centre, vertex and edge 
cells within it. Equations (introduced in section 2*1) describing 
the equilibrium shapes of grains were then applied to these config­
urations to determine their equilibrium grain structures.
It was found that the grain geometry produced by 
establishing mechanical equilibrium at nodes and boundaries was not 
unique for some sets of grain areas. The surface area or length of
the boundaries within a unit cell was evaluated and in this way 
an interfacial energy Ey associated with each of the alternative 
structures. Thus the most stable structure for a given set of 
grain areas was established, it being considered the configuration 
with‘the lowest value of Ey.
The principal results of this analysis were plotted on 
ternary diagrams for each class. Within the interior of these 
diagrams the trimodular members of the class were found, while the 
bimodular and unimodular members were located at the edges and 
corners respectively. The interiors of the diagrams were found to 
be divided into four regions. Within.each of these a particular 
trimodular member of the class was found to give the most stable • 
grain configuration. Along the boundaries between two regions 
structures belonging to the configurations on either side had the 
same value of Ey for the same set of areas Ac, Av and Ae.
In section 2:4:1•several well known ideas were brought 
together to provide a coherent explanation of grain structure and 
growth. The concept of atomic fluxes generated by gradients in 
chemical potential acting to restore equilibrium within cellular 
capillary systems was introduced. It was concluded from this model 
that the structure of such systems was a consequence of the relative 
magnitudes of the diffusive paths between these components.
Following this a review of the mechanism of grain growth was given.
This ended in a comparison being made between growth in idealised 
grains and von Neumann's model for growth in a soap froth.
The rate of transfer of atoms across a grain boundary was 
found using the absolute rate theory -of diffusion. It may be concluded 
that due to the generality of this model its results are applicable
to any permeable boundary within a capillary system. The results 
of Burke and Turnbull's analysis thus provide a thermodynamic 
foundation for the quasi static models for grain growth of Von 
Neumann and Mullins.
In the following section (2:4:2) of this chapter von 
Neumann's rule for grain growth was applied to the equilibrium 
configurations based on the hexagonal and square unit cells obtained 
in section 2*3- It was found particularly convenient to map the 
evolutionary paths through which grains grew on ternary diagrams.
The complicated alterations in grain geometry resulting from growth 
could then be represented by a series of straight lines.
One particular configuration, that of the (12, 6, 4) 
structure from the £l 2 3} class was examined in more detail. It 
was found that changes in grain shape resulting from growth which 
proceeded from minimising interfacial energy were inconsistent with 
grain growth as predicted by Von Neumann's rule. It was concluded 
that while minimisation of interfacial energy was the determining 
factor in establishing the equilibrium structure of grains it did 
not fully explain grain growth. In particular the reduction' in 
E y did not occur by the path corresponding to the maximum gradient 
of the potential surface.
Alternative methods for dissociating unstable nodes in 
networks of square cells were examined in the penultimate section 
of Chapter 2. Finally a discussion of this chapter is given in 
section 2*5*
A study was made in Chapter 3 into the equilibrium shapes ' 
of pores on grain boundaries. Both grain edge and corner pores were
examined. Two shapes of grain edge pores were investigated, the 
lenticular and crescent shaped. Three types of grain corner were 
identified and the forms of pores associated with these sites 
determined. It was found that the radii of curvature of inter­
faces of the pore and grain boundaries depended only on a scaling 
factor projjortional to the square root of the area of the pore.
The shapes of pores specifically studied in this chapter could 
equally well have applied to any capillary cell. Finally in this 
chapter the equilibrium forms of pores at the corners of the 
(12, 6, 4) configuration from the { 1 2 3} class introduced in 
Chapter 2 were examined.
' A model for the motion of pores moving by surface 
diffusion while attached to migrating columnar grain boundaries 
was examined in sections 4*1 and 4*2. Two particular pore config­
urations were studied in detail, the lenticular edge pore and the 
symmetric corner pore. In sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 explicit 
functions for the velocities of these pores were derived. These 
equations established the dependency of pore velocity on factors 
such as size, shape, temperature and the material properties of 
the surrounding polycrystal. The equations for pore motion derived 
in these sections were then applied to isolated pores. These were 
not considered to be attached to any particular grain structure.
The interaction of the surrounding grains with the pore was 
represented by the angle *\|v . The material properties of these
grains were reflected in the value of the semi-dihedral angle ©.
These two angles were shown to be important parameters in ‘determining
pore velocity.
Pores in one specific material UC^ were examined. The 
effects changes in size arc material temperature produced on 
pore velocity were demonstrated. It was found that for a given 
set -of physical parameters the velocity of the edge pore v/as 
marginally greater than that of the corner pore. Estimates of 
the velocities of particular pore shapes and sizes were obtained 
thus enabling a comparison to be made between the velocities of 
pores in real materials and those predicted by these models. 
Unfortunately at present there are no such detailed experimental 
results. However, the predicted velocities do appear to be of a 
reasonable order of magnitude and follow the known pattern of pore 
behaviour with changes in size and temperature.
By considering a normalised velocity for these pore 
configurations the geometrical effect produced by changes in G 
were isolated from the accompanying changes in material properties.
It was shorn in the case of the symmetric corner pore that for a 
given value of its velocity increased with decreasing values 
in 0. A somewhat different result was obtained for the edge pore.
When Q  was initially reduced from the maximum theoretical value of 
6  = 90° the normalised velocity increased. However, further reductions 
in 0 led to a decrease in this velocity.
It was concluded from these results that the motion of 
pores was governed by two factors controlled in turn by the shape 
of the pores. The first of these is a driving force motivating 
surface diffusion which propels the pore. This depends on the 
difference in curvature between the two pore surfaces. The second 
is the resistance of the pore to notion. A measure of this
resistance is the number of atoms which are required to be 
transported around the pore to move it forward for a given 
driving force. This resistance was found to be proportional to
the length of the leading surface. Thus the geometry of the pore
plays an important part in determining its velocity. In earlier, 
elementary studies this factor has been neglected, the detailed 
shape of pores being replaced simply by spheres. •
In section 4*3 the isolated pores considered in the 
previous sections of this chapter were ppplied to specific config­
urations- of grains. The motion of boundaries in these porous 
polycrystals was then compared with that of boundaries in grain 
structures which were identical to those of the porous systems 
except- that the pores were absent. By comparing the velocities of 
the porous and pore free grain boundaries a measure of the retard­
ation produced by a given amount of porosity was determined. Thus
the effects of changes in various parameters such as pore size,
shape and distribution were established.
The first specific example of a grain configuration to 
be investigated was the cylindrical grain completely embedded in 
a single crystal. This grain shape was found to be a particularly 
useful model for examining changes in these parameters. The 
distribution of the pores around the grains while simple corresponds 
to the observed distribution of pores 'within materials such as 
irradiated UC^ at elevated temperatures.
The influence of pore size on grain growth was examined 
in section 4:3:2:2. This model showed good agreement with 
established pore behaviour. Small pores were found to be dragged
along with the migrating grain boundaries providing little 
retardation to their motion. With increasing pore size this 
retardation was also found to increase.
From the results of this section it was concluded that 
grain growth in porous polycrystals could be divided into two 
distinct regions. Within each region a separate transport mechanism 
dominated the growth process. The first of these mechanisms was 
found to govern grov/th v/hen there was little porosity present or 
only a small fraction of the boundary v/as occupied by pores. Here 
the area of contact between grains was large and growth proceeded 
by the migration of atoms across the boundary. As the amount of 
boundary occupied by the pores increased, for example due to grain 
shrinkage as a result of growth, the area of contact between grains 
was diminished. Gradually the transfer of atoms around the surface 
of the pore began to contribute more to the transfer of atoms between 
grains. Finally a point was reached when surface diffusion took over 
the role of the dominant transport mechanism in grov/th. This alter­
ation was marked by the change from non-linear to a linear region 
on graphs showing the variation in Log 10 T with the pore-grain 
cross sectional area fractions. Between these two regions growth 
was controlled by a mixture of both mechanisms, where surface 
diffusion v/as the dominant transport mechanism the grain 
boundary experienced the greatest retardation.
The parameter c< was discussed in the following section.
It v/as found to be a good measure of the relative importance of the 
tv/o transport mechanisms at various temperatures, /it high temper­
atures c< has a relatively low value vhicn implies that the mobility
of atoms crossing the grain boundary is large relative to the 
mobility of atoms in the pore’s surface. Hence in this temper­
ature region migration across boundaries is the dominant transport 
mechanism. At low temperatures c< is relatively large thus atoms 
are more mobile in the surface of the pore.
As more pores were applied to 'a particular grain boundary 
the retardation produced upon its motion increased. However, grain 
growth could not be completely prevented. By continuing to increase 
the amount of porosity along a grain boundary a critical point is 
reached when pores will coalesce, joining together to form a 
continuous tunnel along the edges of grains.
The overall effect porosity produces on grain growth can 
be seen in Section 4:3:2:6, where a growth equation was 
applied to a cylindrical grain with four equally sized lenticular 
pores evenly spaced around the boundary. It was shown that the 
cumulative effect produced by even a small amount of porosity increased 
the time for a grain to disappear almost ten-fold.
A porous bimodular grain configuration v/as examined in 
section 4:3:3:1. This structure provided sites for both edge and 
symmetric corner pores. It was thus possible to compare the relative 
effects a given amount of porosity could produce when located at 
different sites. The qualitative retardation effects which the two 
pore shapes produce on grain boundary migration correspond to the 
pattern predicted by the porous cylindrical grain. However, it was 
found that for a given amount of porosity the greatest retardation 
produced on the boundaries' motion occurred in the case of edge pores. 
The size of this difference increased with increasing pore size and
temperature.
In the penultimate section of Chapter k a restricted 
examination was made of the interaction between edge and corner 
pores where the total volume of porosity of the system v/as 
conserved. It v/as concluded that corner pores grew at the expense 
of edge pores. In addition it v/as found that this process v/as 
enhanced by grain grov/th.
Finally a discussion of this chapter v/as given in section
4*4.
3*2 Conclusions
1) The possible unimodular, bimodular end trimodular regular 
cellular capillary structures in columnar polycrystals have been 
classified for the first time.
2) Ternary diagrams have been shown to provide a useful method 
of representing such structures and their evolution during grov/th.
3) It v/as found that the minimisation of inter facial energy does 
not fully explain grain grov/th.
*0 Analytical and graphical methods have been developed to 
illustrate the way in which the energies and shape of pores at 
grain corners vary v/ith size.
3) A model'for the motion of boundary pores moving by surface 
diffusion while remaining attached to grain boundaries migrating 
during grov/th has been developed. This model enabled the role of 
grain boundary porosity on grov/th to be analysed.
6) For a given set of physical parameters such as temperature, 
dihedral angle and driving force (represented by the angle 'xp ) edge 
pores move more rapidly than equivalently sized symmetric corner 
pores irrespective of the configuration of grains to which they are 
attached.
7) For a given set of physical parameters grain size, pore size, 
temperature etc. corner pores produce the least resistance to boundary 
motion- in ordered arrays of grains.
8) Two mechanisms were found to govern grov/th in the porous poly­
crystals examined, v/hen pores were small or occupied only a small 
fraction of the grain boundary then trans-boundary migration of atoms 
v/as the dominant process. ‘When the situation was reversed surface
diffusion governed grov/th.
9) At low temperatures surface diffusion v/as found to be the 
more important transport mechanism while at high temperatures 
trans-boundary diffusion dominated grov/th.
10) When surface diffusion was the dominant transport mechanism 
the grain boundary experienced the greatest retardation.
11) A parameter c< has been introduced which is proportional to
the ratio of the mobility of the grain boundary to that of the pore's 
surface. This ratio v/as found to be a good measure of the relative 
importance of the two transport mechanisms.
12) In keeping with previous experimental work on the migration of 
porous grain boundaries, grov/th could not be completely prevented by 
the presence of pores. The result v/as shown to hold, up to the 
limiting case where the density of pores became so great that the 
corners of adjacent pores touched and they coalesced forming tunnels.
13) It v/as shown that when both edge and corner pores were present 
Oswald ripening occurred between them. The corner pores grew at the 
expense of the edge pores. This effect v/as found to be enhanced by 
grain grov/th.
3*3 Suggestions for Future Work
1) By introducing solid inclusions, free surfaces etc. 
into the r.odel of colurrnar arrays of grains an examination may be 
made into abnormal grain growth.
2) The introduction of solid inclusions would also enable 
the effects of factors such as particle size, shape and distribution 
on grain growth' to be investigated. In addition the relationship 
between such factors and the maximum grain size attainable during 
growth could be determined.
3) An attempt should be made to find a rule describing
growth in three-dimensional cellular capillary systems analogous, 
for example, to Von Neumann’s in two-dimensions. This could be 
achieved by integrating the equation for boundary motion (1*1) around 
the surface of cells in such structures.
When a rule describing growth in three-dimensions has been 
developed it should be applied to structures in contact with a free 
surface. It would then be possible to examine how growth in the 
underlying structure was reflected on this surface. In this way, 
a better measure of changes in microstructure than the average grain 
diameter D might be found.
3) Grains within stressed polycrystals may be modelled by
structures based upon.tessellations of elongated regular unit cells. 
Growth in such structures could then be compared with growth in the 
corresponding unstressed structure based on the associated regular 
unit cell.
6) The quasi rigid'body model for pore motion should be
extended to consider the two remaining diffusional transport
mechanisms, volume diffusion across the pore, and bulk diffusion 
through adjacent grains.
7) The quasi rigid body model should be introduced into three
dimensional structures. This extension would- provide an opportunity 
to examine the effects equal amounts of porosity produce on boundary 
motion when distributed between edge, face, and corner pores.
8) The analysis of grain boundary pores should be extended to
include the process of pore detachment from a migrating boundary. The 
dependency of this process on the shape of the pore would require an 
analysis by a finite element method.
9) A model for the motion of irregular grain-corner pores
should be developed. One possible approach to the solution of this
problem, for which the quasi rigid body model has been found inadequate, 
may be by finite element analysis.
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